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Be Nice to Your Bro or Sis

Administration Says: Put Up or Shut Up
Seniors have to come up with cash to stay extra night
Debra De Shong
News Editor

The message that came
down from administration to
seniors who want to stay in their
townhouses after graduation was
pretty clear: if you want to stay,
you're going to have to pay. All
proposals being considered
require seniors to pay to stay the
extra night.
Traditionally, seniors
have been allowed to stay in their
townhouses until noon the day
after graduation. However, this
year the university has wiped that
tradition off the books and has
told seniors they must leave by 5
pm the day of graduation. At the
meeting that was held on
Wednesday, February 24, P a t
Rombalski, associate director of
residence life, faced an angry
crowd of seniors as he attempted
to give the administration's point
of view and, along with Jen
Bracco, president of UNITE,
discuss the many proposals going
back and forth to alter the five
o'clock deadline.
According to Rombalski
and Bracco, the administration's
main concern is that the students
"police themselves" to prevent
property damage incurred as a
result of bonfires and control the
behavior of fellow students. A
previous proposal put forth by
UNITE stipulated that every

senior put up $ 100 security deposit
and if anyone got written up, every
member of that person's
townhouse would lose his or her
deposit. It was rejected because
the proposal must prove that
students can be responsible for
one another and will be
responsible for damages done.
A new
proposal
discussed called for UNITE to
hire ten police officers at a cost of
between four to five thousand
dollars. This would translate into
about $25 per student. With police
roaming the townhouses instead
of the threat of being written up
by security officers, students
would face the possibility of being
arrested if caught starting a fire or
walking around with an open
container of alcohol. In
conjunction, students would pay
for a legal bonfire on Alumni field
at a cost of about $600 for the fire
truck. This fee would also be
passed on to all seniors as an
additional cost of senior week.
Rombalski said, "We don't want
to pay for your last night."
A proposal put forth by
Steve Shannon, FUSA president,
called for each senior to incur a
dollar fine that could be upgraded
to as much as a thousand dollars if
the person, or the person's
housemates, are caught destroying
property or any other such offense.
After graduation night, if you or
your housemates have not been

charged with anything, the dollar
fine will be wiped off the record
and you are free to receive your
diploma. This proposal would
force seniors to "police" their
housemates out of fear of having
to pay a huge fine. Having a fine
on the record is the only way the
university can legally prevent a
senior from being a graduate if
they fulfilled the requirements.
Shannon said, "I don't
think people should pay anything
to stay after graduation. It's
ridiculous." He says that the
administration likes the idea of
the students policing themselves,
but want students to be responsible
for more than just their own
housemates.
There are many different
proposals being bounced around,
mostly with a big veto on them
from the administration. Bracco
said, "Pat Rombalski has basically
told us what he wants and we have
to fit that." It is clear that the
administration wants some
insurance that the students will be
held responsible for damages and
fees incurred as a result of that
night.
A final proposal is
currently being drawn up by the
FUSA Special Issues Committee
and should be ready to present to
administration sometime next
week.
Rombalski cited what
he called "increasing problems

over the past four years" as the
reason the administration has
changed the policy. He claims
that on the night of graduation last
year, both security officers and
residence life staff members had
beer thrown at them, were pushed,
and were "told off." Rombalski
said the staff vowed, "We're not
going through this again." He feels
that it is "not my job" to face that
type of situation.
The other factor in the
decision to change the policy is
the traditional bonfires that are lit
in the townhouse area the night of
graduation. Seniors set fire to
furniture they no longer want. Last
year, there was a total of eight
bonfires at the townhouses and
the beach.
Student reactions to
Rombalski' s excuses ranged from
outrage to disbelief.
" I just want to know
what my parents can do about this
because after paying $80,000 to
this school they are not going to
be happy about it," said senior
Marogt Samuelson, to which
Rombalski replied, "I don't think
there's much your parents can do
and we'd much rather deal with
the students to solve this problem."
Senior Tricia Sweeney
said, "How can you compare us to
what has happened in the past?
It's like grading us on other
people's work!"
Rombalski said he has

no reason to believe this year
would be any different. Sweeney
feels that townhouse residents
have proved that they can police
themselves, with the success of
this year's strict townhouse policy
and that "this is a kick in the
face."
Most students supported
the idea of an organized bonfire
and recognized that the fears
surrounding random bonfires were
legitimate, but most also felt that
they are being bullied by the
administration.
"Their
fears
are
legitimate, but the way they are
going about this is all wrong,"
said a senior.
Senior Tracy Miller said,
"Unless we do something they
won't let us stay, so we should try
to compromise."
According to Bracco, if
the policy does not change and
students refuse to leave the night
of graduation, by about 10 pm,
police officers would remove the
students from their houses. She
suggested contacting alumni who
lived in the townhouses and are
familiar with the tradition of
staying the night of graduation,
asking them to write letters in
protest. She feels this policy is
only going to hurt the university
in the long run because as she
said, "if they kick us out at 5 pm,
who is going to want to give money
as alumni?"

March Draws Small Crowd but Still Considered a Success
Megan Harvist
Assistant News Editor

Learning to accept
one another for who they are was
one of the messages spelled out in
the March for Unity which took
place on February 27. The march
drew a crowd of about 200, well
short of the 350 to 500 anticipated.
Despite the disappointing
showing, the organizers of the
march felt that it was a success
because it raised some awareness
of the issue.
Tom Boucher, a senior
Residence Advisor in Campion
Hall, who helped organize the
march, stated its purpose. "We
are here to interact with people of
different races. We need to see
people as they are and walk
together to get to know one
another."
The crowd that gathered
was made up of students, faculty,
and administrators. There were
also students from Western
Connecticut State University,
Sacred Heart University, and the
University of Bridgeport present
as well as children from grammar
schools in Bridgeport and various
church groups.
To start off the event,

several people gave three minute
speeches. They were chosen by
the committee who organized the
event , made up of 20 RAs. The
speakers were comprised of
people of different races, religions,
and sexual preferences. They
illustrated their points with
powerful words, personal stories,
and sometimes even poetry.
Jonnie Jones, a junior who
helped organize the event along
with Boucher and Kevin
Robinson, also a junior, was the
first speaker. He stated that the
march was an important part of
Black History Month. However,
he hopes that the effects of the
march will continue throughout
the year. John Schwarz,'96, said
the speakers "made me think about
many different things. What they
said made me realize that Fairfield
must do something about
diversity."
After several speeches
and a performance by the Young
Persons Glee Club of Bridgeport,
the march began. The marchers
preceded out of the quad area,
frozen toes and all, carrying
banners from their various
residence halls and organizations.
Songs and chants rang through
the air and spirits were high.
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Thought-provoking signs and concerned
crowds marked the March for Unity.
However, due to the cold weather
the march was cut short and the
group headed back to the Oak
Room for the final ceremonies.
It was here that Kenneth
Owens, a sophomore, told his
story about how difficult it is to be
a minority at Fairfield due to the
lack of diversity. Fiona Edwards,

J. Crew Outfits
Fairfield
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L. Marchetti
also a sophomore, said, "College
campuses are supposed to reflect
society and Fairfield does not.
Diversity is not leaking through
our campus." Larri Mazon, the
Director of Multicultural
Relations, delivered a powerful
message in his speech. "A
community is made up of people
pie

- beautiful people," he said. "We
want you here [at Fairfield] and
we love you."
After the speeches, the
Fairfield University Glee Club
performed some songs of protest
and praise for South Africa. Unity,
a song by Glorianne B. Moone, an
African-American composer from
New Jersey, was also sung. After
the Glee Club, Larry Johnson, a
friend of Jonnie Jones from
Bridgeport, sang Michael
Jackson's Heal The World.
On a whole, the event
was viewed as a success. "I think
the people who attended gained a
lot from it," commented Jocelyn
Barton '95. "Those who didn't
attend missed out on a great
experience." Boucher, Jones, and
Robinson were pleased with the
march and all those who attended.
They were a little disappointed
that more of a crowd was not
drawn for the event, but they are
optimistic that good things will
come out of it.
"I hope this is the
beginning, rather then the
culmination of multi-cultural
awareness," Robinson stated. "If
this becomes an annual event, it
can snowball into something
bigger and bigger every year."
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Classifieds
CRUISE SHIP EMPLOYMENT now hiring students.
$300/$900 wkly. Summer/Full Time. Tour Guides, Gift Shop
Sales, Deck Hands, Bartenders, Casino Dealers, Etc. World
Travel-Caribbean, Alaska, Europe, Hawaii. No experience
necessary. Call 1-602-680-0323 Ext. 23.
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT-fisheries. Earn
$600+ /week in canneries or $4,000+ month on fishing boats. Free
transportation! Room & Board! Over 8,000 openings. Male or
Female. For employment program call 1-206-545-4155 ext.
A5084.
SPRING BREAK '93-Cancun, Bahamas, Jamaica from
only $399! Daytona from $ 149! Organize a small group and travel
FREE! Call Now! NewEngland'sLargestSpringBreak Company!
Take A Break Vacations 800-328-SAVE.
SPRING BREAK: Cancun, Nassau, from $229. Organize
a small group for FREE trip. Call 1 (800) GET-SUN-1.
*m1
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/Computer Seminars'
For Students
To Register for any
classes listed below,
please call ACS at Ext.
4077. Class size is limited to call early.

Advanced DOS 5
Wed. March 10
3:10-4 pm
Mac Write II
Thurs. March 11
2:10-3 pm

Writing Center Workshops
All Workshops are free and will be given in DM 255. You need not
sign up to attend.
Writing About Poetry- If you are interested in learning how to write about poetry,
come to this workshop, which will take you from the reading process to the writing
process, giving some helpful tips about approaching a poetry analysis. Monday,
March 8 from 3-4.
i

Campus Beat

Megan Harvist
Assistant News Editor

*A student I.D. was confiscated at the security check point on Friday, February 19th. The I.D.,
property of a Fairfield alumnus, was expired.
There was a report of harassing phone calls on Friday, February 19 at 2:17 AM. The
complainant was a resident of Jogues Hall.
There were a few cases of vandalism on campus this week. A window in Claver Hall was
broken on Friday, February 10th. There was another complaint on Saturday, February 20 at 1:03 AM.
A window was smashed out of a car parked in the Jogues lot.
*A student filed a complaint, of disorderly conduct against a cab driver on Friday, February 19,
at 10:24 PM.The cab driver allegedly verbally assaulted the student. Security helped the Fairfield Police
deal with the problem. The police are following up on the incident.
There was a larceny of a coat from the Quick Center on the evening of Saturday, February 20th.
If anyone found a navy blue Banana Republic jacket, or has any information about it, please return it to
Security or drop a note in Box AA.
There was a theft of services from Fairfield Taxi at 3:18 PM on Saturday, February 20th. The
issue is currently being investigated.
*Several car accidents occurred on campus this week. There was a minor motor vehicle accident
in the Campus Center parking lot on Tuesday, February 23rd. The accident involved two cars and there
were no injuries. Then, on Wednesday Feb. 24th at 5:08 PM there was a hit and run in front of Loyola.
This is currently being investigated. A five-car accident occurred behind the Rec Plex at 8:28 PM that
same night. A driver lost control of his car and hit four parked cars. No one was injured.
There was a fire alarm in the Nyselius Library on Wednesday, Feb. 24th, at 12:46 PM. It was
caused by a water leak and maintenance dealt with the problem.

Campus Crier
The "Bela Fleck and the Flecktones" concert will be
held in the Quick Center in the Kelley Theatre at 8 pm on
Thursday, March 4.
FUSA films presents the "Mighty Ducks" in Gonzaga
Auditorium at 8 pm on Friday and Saturday and at 7 pm and 9:30
on Sunday.
The Rec Plex is hosting its annual Late Nite on Friday,
March 5, from 10 pm to 4 am.
The traditional performance of "Airbands" will be held
on Saturday, March 6, in the Oak Room at 8 pm.
Are You Interested In Work Abroad? Come to a meeting on Tuesday, March 9, at 5 pm
in Canisius 204. Brochures will be passed out and a video will be shown. For more information, please
contact Prof. Dew in DMH 305 or Prof. Webster in CNS 222.
Dr. Daniel Brumberg, assistant professor of political science at Emory University, will speak
at the Barone Campus Center on Monday, March 8, at 8 pm on "Economic Reform and the Prospects
for Democracy in the Middle East."
Oleg Tumin and Svetlana Morozova, two Russian graduate students, will give their impressions
of Russia and its future on Tuesday, March 9, at 7:30 pm in Bannow, Room 254.
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Cheers Boos
..toTH 116.. toTH 126.. toTH
112..toTH 155 and the freshman
party..to TH 96 and 97(well,
soon—)..to late, late, late nights
atTH 134..to the A.M. Blitz..to
Head's Up..to awesome Regis
women who come to floor
programs..to the sale of our Irish
Hostage....to climbing the
rafters—you guys are so
spunky..to Malibu..to Mark Price
and the Lady Stag..to Stop and
Shop at night..to twins who lend
you money in 7-11..to the meal
plan and personal calls from
Seiler's..to Touch of Grey..to great
friends at the Exit—thanks for an
awesome dinner..to '93 Nights—
great job—thanks..to hooking up
at '93 Nights..to winding up with
no underwear at '93 Nights..to
switching underwear in the
Grape..to not hooking up at '93
Nights..to Michael Jackson at '93
Nights..to Big Ears..to being the
first ones on the dance floor and
the last ones offi.to bagels and
eggs at Franklin' s Tower after'93
Nights..to the Vatican—you guys
are awesome..to the nice guys at
The Exit..to the Lighthouse girl..to
Wednesday nights at Toad's..to
girls nicknamed "Handcuffs"..to
Up the Creek..to double 21st
birthday parties at the Big
Pickle..to the Mission Volunteer
Dance..to the Toolbox..to the
Doghouse..to TH 153..to the
Ladies of Dolan West, you rule..to
Saturday night mish mosh,
again..to the Dolan 6 man section
- now that's spirit!!..to Loyola
and Dolan 21-yr.-old RA's..to In
Transition's lead singer, that's a
voice!. .to getting "al 1 hoed-up". .to
melba toast..to being a
"cheeser"..to blow pong at the
Pickle..to King of the Hook Upsfor hooking again..to long awaited
hook ups..to being stuck in the
70's..to cake fights..to Alums who
visit..to finding everything in your
room upside down, .to friends who
care..to the Lighthouse, Hightide,
Vatican..to an actual line at the
Grape..to cute men who drive girls
home on cold nights..to cutting up
the rug at TH 132 and 97..to TH
114, 115, and 46..to dancing on
fumiture..to keg stands again..to
MA finally turning 21 ..to dancing
on coffee tables..to sleeping on
the floor naked..to romantic
evenings by candlelight.to Era
Plus getting out the green jello
stains..to watching Raising Cain
twice at three in the morning..to
winning Eddie Money tickets..to
people who agree with you. .to TH
134, so sweet, .to cab accidents..to
being pennied in your room and
jumping out the window..to 21 at
the Big Picklc.to making sure the
fire hose is straight..to tea bagging
in Campion..to Boppers and
friendly women..to the March for
Unity..to people who fall in
shrubbery, often..to Hot Lava in
Jogues..to the Sunday's and LunaThanks for a great night..to being
childlike in Jogues..to the Stag.,
to NYC on Saturday..

..to baseball players with fat
mouths and wild imaginations—
get a real sex life..to losers not
going to '93 nights—you missed
out.to the Big House—nice naut
cups, again..to being "just
friends"..to puking on the '93
Nights buses..to falling before
getting on the '93 Nights buses..to
the gutter mouth..to white cotton
brief underwear..to hooking up
with friends..to getting hickeys
on your face..to blowing chunks
on future roommates..to stolen
taps..to men who don't know what
it means to be a good sport..to
impossible choices (give me a
break guys) and ultimate
confusion..to Southern Comfort.,
to the end of the ski team season..to
boyfriends who forget to be your
friend..to grumpy people..to
bouncers at the Grapc.to not being
21 yet..to not knowing what time
it is because someone has your
watch..to women who don't
show..to cheating while doing a
keg stand - what's the point?..to
throwing a party and not having
anyone show up. .to being watched
and checked up on..to knife fights
in your kitchen, .to fights at parties
in general..to beer that blinds
you..to freaky pen games..to
people who read about sex before
having it..to the big dude who
broke the bathroom door..to lack
of beer at the townhouses..to
waiting outside in the cold to get
into the Grape..to under-age
students with fake ID's ..to the
Stag's loss against Manhattan..to
the Manhattan mascot..to
speeding tickets..to being hung
over and losing your wallet on
Sunday morning..to sleeping on
the floor naked..to waking up in
the townhouses at 4 in the
morning..to CHUNK, get a real
name..to car batteries dying..to
nasty car salesmen..to all your
creditors..to not having enough
boos..to giving up Beirut for Lent.,
to playing Beirut with champagne
and wine..to kegs kicking at TH
116 at midnight..to grad school
rejection letters..to being a nerd in
New Haven..to not going
anywhere for Spring Break..to the
grounds crew for plowing
everyone
in..to
drunken
boyfriends who call you in the
middle of the night..to forgetting
your ID..to male strippers..to
bathing suit issues..to teachers
who treat you like third graders..to
cold weather..to getting stuck in
the snow..to party checks, get a
lifc.to over-paid administrators.,
to sexism on campus..to the RA
selection process..to not being able
to give out condoms on campus, .to
people not wanting to wear
condoms..to nobody showing up
for Chuck..to FUSA for wasting
all that money on Chuck..to girls
who play friends off against each
other- you know who you are..to
girls who kiss two boys in one
night..to 15 high school students
finishing off your keg..to people
who just don't get it..

SENIORS:
Start sending in your submissions for
the Senior Edition — superlatives,
photos, memories in general,..
Be sure to put your name and box # on
the back of all photos, and identify
everyone in the picture.
Send all material to Claire, Box AA.
Deadline for submissions is April 25.
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Dr. Ahmed Explores Women Co-Chairs Plan One
Last Bash for Seniors
in the Middle East
Claire St. Louis
Editor-in-Chief

Megan Harvist
Assistant News Editor
Feminism
is
everywhere. It's in the United
States, the Middle East, and
sometimes it even finds its way
into The Mirror\ How appropriate
that it would be the topic of the
lecture that Dr. Leila Ahmed gave
on Thursday, February 24 in the
Oak Room. The lecture, entitled
"Women and Gender in the
Islamic Middle East," is the
second lecture in the Humanities
Institute Lecture Series, "The
Middle East: Myths and
Realities."
The
lecture
was
important for both students and
faculty so thatthey would be able
to critique American society and
the customs of the Middle East.
Dr. Ahmed focused on
many of the stereotypes that we,
as Americans, have of Islamic
peoples. Maggie Pribus, '96, who
attended the lecture, thought that
it was "very interesting because it
gave me a lot to think about. It
made me reflect on how women
are treated—not just in Arab
countries, but in our own as well."
Dr. Ahmed is the
Director and Associate Professor
of Women's Studies and Director
of Near Eastern Studies at the
University of Massachusetts at
Amherst. She has written many
works on Arab women, gender,
and feminism in the Middle East.
Her recent work,
including Women and Gender in
Islam: the Historical Roots of a
Modern Debate (Yale, 1992) has
sought to challenge traditional
understandings of women's
history in Arab and Islamic
societies.
The main point that Dr.
Ahmed discussed in her lecture
was the issue of the veil. In the
19th century, the veil symbolized

Dr. Leila Ahmed.
oppression of women to the
western world. Dr. Ahmed asked
two important questions about
this: Why did the veil represent
oppression? and Why were
European men so concerned
about Islamic women?
She then pointed out
that European women were
forced to wear corsets that were
very restrictive and sometimes
broke the women's ribs. They
also didn't have many other
rights, such as ownership of
property, the right to vote, and
the right to see their children if
they were divorced.
"It is very pertinent to
ask why European men were so
concerned with oppression in the
Middle East if they treated their
own women in this manner," Dr.
Ahmed stated.
Many
prejudices
developed against the nation of
Islam. Islam was viewed by many
other countries as the ultimate
enemy. Also, Europeans felt that
they had racial and cultural

photo: .1. McMullen
superiority over other nations.
European men felt that the only
way the people of Islam could get
rid of their inferiority was to
abandon their religion and
customs and join the ideas of the
west. Missionaries enforced this
idea by undermining the local
religions and submitting them to
Christianity.
Dr. Ahmed reinforced
the fact that Islamic women
continued to wear the veil as part
of their native culture. "It is absurd
to think that Victorian dress and
Christianity are ideals that Muslim
women aspire to," she said.
In order to dispel the
notion that Arab men and culture
are incurably backward, Dr.
Ahmed feels that we must study
theirculture in order to gain insight
of what they are really like.
In summing up her
lecture, she commented, "We
must have something unique to
offer students so they will be able
to critique the globally assuming
systems of the west."

When Kate Moore
describes her new role as Senior
Week co-chair as a cheerleader,
she doesn't mean pom poms and
short pleated skirts. She means an
energetic morale booster for the
"team" known as the class of '93.
Moore and her co-chair,
Mike McCormick, were selected
from a pool of 13.applicants to
spearhead the campaign to give
the graduating class a memorable
sendoff.
"The seniors have been
here for four years and came in
with a bang," says McCormick.
"Our main-objective is to see them
go out with a bang too. So they
know that, yeah, Fairfield was the
right choice."
McCormick and Moore
want to make the seniors more
comfortable with leaving the place
they've called home for the past

four years for a less familiar
environment: the real world. But
true to their fours years here, where
a great deal of emphasis is placed
on service work, the Senior Week
festivities will have a community
service overtone.
"For example, after the
senior brunch, the seniors
traditionally take home the flowers
from the centerpieces," Moore
explains. "But instead of taking
them home, where they'll die in a
week, we'll be donating them to a
local nursing home. It will mean
so much more to those people."
McCormick and Moore
are only one month into Senior
Week planning, so the co-chairs
are currently troubleshooting,
reviewing last year's budget, and
meeting with the sub-chairs, who
will coordinate and decorate the
events for the week.
"We're confident that
this will be a success," says
McCormick.

Moore and McCormick.

photo: L. Marchetti

Spencer Green

Freshman Year Experience
Gets Under Way
Claire St. Louis
Editor-in-Chief
Although the class of
1997 has not yet emerged on
campus, the co-chairs of the
Freshman Year Experience are
already preparing to greet them.
Laura Northup, Richard Pereira,
and Jennifer Wingard, '94, form
the Executive Committee of the
FYE program, whose main goals
next year will be to get the freshmen
involved in service and to motivate
the freshman facilitators.
The Committee will
work closely with Gwen Vendley,
Director of the Freshman
Experience Program, in the
implementation of the program.
As Chair for CUE
(Campus Urban Experience),
Northup is in charge of preparing
for the big clean-up in September
and all weekly CUEs that follow.
She hopes to get the freshmen
involved in service work early so
thatthey will form a habit of service
throughout their four years at
Fairfield.
"I know I wasn't very
familiar with service work before I
came to Fairfield," says Northup.
"It's something I think every
freshman should get involved in."
"We had 350 people who

went to Bridgeport in September
for the first CUE weekend," she
adds. "College experience isn't
just books. When we're so close
to Bridgeport, we really should
do something."
Aside from getting the
freshmen involved in service, the
co-chairs hope to get the
freshman facilitators more
involved with their freshman
groups.
Wingard, a co-chair for
general programming, Finds that
the biggest problem is motivating
the facilitators to take more
interest in the freshmen.
"A lot of facilitators are
having problems with their
groups because they're not
motivated," says Wingard.
"They run the meetings and
attend the programs, but there's
so much more you can do."
Wingard plans to take
polls of the freshmen from this
year's program to find out which
events were the most popular
and which speakers they would
have liked to see, in order to
boost attendance at next year's
forums.
Pereira, fellow co-chair
for general programming, shares
Wingard's
concern
for
motivating the facilitators.

"I hope
that
the
facilitators will
be
more
committed this
year to being role
models and to
motivating the
freshmen," he
says.
"Our
[Wingard's and
Pere i ra ' s ]
position is to
enhance
the
Freshmen
Experience and
bring about unity
through
leadership of
upperclassmen
to the freshmen.
It's my job to
provide
facilitators with
resources and put
together
a
successful
program.
Through better
programming
and on campus
activities, the
freshmen will
find 'something
to
do'
on
campus."

366-3133
585 Villa Ave.
Ffld., 06430

sun tan studio
HAIR WORKS UNISEX HAIR SALON
576-1405
(ACROSS FROM THE CAR WASH 2nd FLOOR)
Tyla & Bill Stephens

Get A Headstart On That Spring Break Tan!

YOU'RE KIDDING!
$20FFASUPERCUT?
CUTITOUT!

r

~OFF"
SUPiRCUTS*
FAIRFIELD
1202 King's Highway Culoll
(in the Circle Plaza)
MF 9 9. Sat. 9 6. Sun. 10 3
2550608
Not valid with any other offer.
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Drug Use not Foreign to Fairfield
Caitlin Whelan
Staff Writer

Marijuana.
LSD.
Ecstasy. These words are not as
foreign to Fairfield students as
some may think. The weekend of
Feb. 20, marijuana and drug
paraphenalia were found in a
student's room in Jogues ground.
The small amount of drugs, in
plain view, were found by a
Resident Advisor. The case is now
in the judicial process.
It is no secret that among
all the drugs that are used by
Fairfield students, alcohol appears
to be the most used and abused.
According to Barry Vesciglio,
Assistant Director of the OfficeaSfeSubstance Abuse Prevention,
"Alcohol is the number one drug
of choice. Probably around ninety
percent, if not more, of our
students use alcohol on a regular
basis."
Whereas Fairfield is
below the national average in
synthetic drug use, the school is
above the national average in the
use of alcohol, and the same, if
not higher, in its use than other
colleges.
In regard to other drugs,
both Vesciglio and students
themselves tend to agree that
marijuana is the next most popular
drug. The use of marijuana, also
known as pot and a variety of
other names, and the number of
students referred for counseling
because of marijuana use, have
increased in the last year.
Vesciglio says that since
"nationally, marijuana use is on

an increase, I think that our
student population reflects that."
From the student view, marijuana
is one of the first mentioned when
asked about drugs on campus.
Nearly all students questioned
have either seen or smelled
marijuana more than once on
campus, mainly in the dorms, but
also in main buildings,
particularly in restrooms. Several
students say they know of other
students selling marijuana who
live on their own floors.
Drugs even more
dangerous than marijuana are
available on campus as well.
LSD, or acid, has been seen and
used by a significant number of
students, and ranks as one of the
most dangerous drugs on campus.
Vesciglio says that while alcohol
abuse far outweighs other kinds

of drug abuse, he has "seen more
LSD and hallucinogen use in the
last few years." While Vesciglio
says "In my six years here, I could
count on one hand the number of
students I have seen with problems
with cocaine," some students
claim that cocaine use still
abounds on campus. Another drug
students have been known to use
is ecstasy, a synthetic that
produced a cocaine-like high, but
does not result in a severe period
of depression known to follow a
cocaine high. Vesciglio feels
ecstasy is perhaps one of the most
dangerous psychoactive drugs
used by students for the reason
that it has not been thoroughly
investigated and not as much is
known about its effects on the
body as those of other drugs.
Flanked by Bridgeport
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and New York City, Fairfield
University is in a prime location
for access to buying and selling
drugs. Vesciglio feels the campus
is "a fertile ground for drug
pushers," because the students
found here who will buy drugs
will be buying them for the next
four years. Because many
Fairfield students come from
wealthy families, they have the
means to buy the drugs and bring
them on campus, thus making
them accessible to other students.
In comparison with other
schools, Vesciglio says that "other
college campuses nationally were
less with other drugs, and again
with alcohol," than Fairfield.
"Private Catholic Jesuit schools
statistically tend to have higher
rates of alcoholism and binge
drinking, — five or more drinks at
one time. Most of our students
binge drink two or three times per
week."
While Fairfield is not
alone among colleges in problems
with alcohol, students have
noticed the difference. "Students
here are different than at other
colleges in drinking," saus one
sophomore. "At other schools
you drink to have fun, while
socializing. Students here drink
only to get drunk, and that's where
the problem is."
Among the reasons for
Jesuit schools being higher in
problems with alcohol is
demographics, says Vesciglio.
"Jesuit schools attract middle to
upper-middle class students, the
majority of which are Catholic,
and Catholic students tend to drink

more than those of other religious
backgrounds. They also attract
more Irish and Italian students,
and unfortunately, it's a known
fact that Irish people drink more
than other ethnic groups." The
type of student that is attracted to
Jesuit schools, says Vesciglio, in
conjunction with the fact that we
are a smaller school and can report
the abuse easier, tends to rank
Fairfield above other colleges in
alcohol abuse.
It is hard to say whether
students take advantage of
alternative programs and
counseling available on campus.
Non-alcoholic programs are often
planned for specific weekends
throughout the year, such as Late
Night at the Rec Plex, and the
Black Box, but it is not known
how many students actually take
part in these programs as an
alternative to going to a bar or a
keg party. "What we're really
trying to do is provide programs
that are fun," says Vesciglio,
programs that will take, if not all
drinking out of the night, at least
two or three hours that otherwise
would have been spent with
alcohol. The Peer Counseling
Network is planning Drug
Awareness Week for next month,
and is working to provide more
programs to open students' eyes
to the alternatives to alcohol: "It
may not be what they want," says
Vesciglio, "but certainly there are
alternatives." The challenge is to
find activities that will attract all
students and dissuade them from
the popularity of alcohol and drug
use that exists now.
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Fairfield Shamed at AIDS/
HIV Awareness Conference
Linda Scerrato

Claire St. Louis
Editor-in-Chief

Staff Writer

I was going through
my mail the other day. Letter
after letter afterletter. It's tough
being so popular. I mean, I
have
gotten
more
correspondence from renowned
New York magazines and
publishing companies than a
person has a right to.
Of course, none of
them have good news for me.
During the past three months, I have sent out resumes to
65 odd companies in the tri-state area, along with a letterexpressing
my interest in working with them, my skills, and oh by the way,
my father owns the company.
No luck. In fact, only 19 of these companies even
honored my request with a reply.
I know what you're thinking. Claire will NEVER find
a job. Not true. The local Dunkin Donuts is looking for a coffee
pourer. I have not exhausted all options yet.
So anyway, I was looking over my rejection (A.K.A.
"No, seriously, why are you writing to us?") letters, trying tocrack
the code. I was dying to solve the mystery, of the corporate "Just
Say No" campaign to keep Claire unemployed and living off her
less than psyched parents.
I divided my mail into three categories. Then I applied
the patented St. Louis translation method to each type to find out
what these people behind their cherry paneled desks and heartless
Cross pens would have really said if I translated their formal
businesslike jargon into "give it to me straight" language.
Nine of the 19 letters said something to the effect that
"Although your credentials are impressive, we do not have any
open positions for an individual with your background." What
background? New Jersey born and raised with a weak spot for raw
cookie dough? Translation: "You suck. Your family sucks. If
you try to contact us again, you will be terminated."
Another nine of the letters said something like, "Thank
you for applying. We don't have any openings right now that meet
your qualifications, but we will put your resume in our active
files." What's an active file? Is it anything like an active bacteria
culture? Both grow mold if you don't hire them, buddy!
Translation: "Nice try, chick. We're filing this puppy behind the
illegal alien housekeeper applications forms. Maybe we'll come
across it again. But don't count on it."
And one, one (I counted it six times to make sure there
weren't two stuck together) letter said, "It is often difficult for us
to anticipate our openings so far in advance. Please contact us
again closer to the time you will be entering the workforce on a full
time basis." Hell, I'd enter the workforce now if I thought it would
improve my chances of getting a job! And what's to anticipate?
Can't they just designate an honorary position for me, to fill as I
see fit when I decide to show up for work? Translation: "Please
give us a few months to come up with a better excuse not to hire
you, then write us back. We love getting mail. And send a SASE
this time."
What — do 1 have "if you hire me I'll steal your petty
cash fund" highlighted on my resume? Why doesn't anyone want
to hire me? I work cheap, I don't eat much, and I never win the
football pool.
Maybe if I mentioned these attributes during my
interviews, I would have a better shot.
Now all 1 need to do is line up some interviews.

Jackie Carelli,
a peer counselor since her
freshman year, has attended many
conferences on alcohol, but this
was her first on the subject of
AIDS. Carelli commented that

when necessary. Their approach
is positive and non-judgemental
with the primary objective being
the promotion of responsible
decision-making in the area of
sex. UCONN, Yale, and state

will be distributing napkins
promoting safe sex at area bars
like Giovanna's, Kelly's, and the
Sea Grape because they can' t pass
them out on campus.
"We will educate

the peer counselor program at
Fairfield University is "worlds
ahead" of many schools pertaining
to the theme of alcohol and drugs,
but is extremely far behind
concerning programs for AIDS/
HIV awareness.
"I don't think 1 realized
how limited we really are, until I
visited the conference," she says.
On February 20, 1993,
six peer counselors from Fairfield
University attended the Peer
Education Conference for AIDS/
HIV Awareness Connecting CT
Campuses.
Carelli, Kim
Skawinski, Sun McGuirk, Tim
Braatz, Christine Williams, and
Laura Thamos represented
Fairfield at the conference
sponsored by the CT Department
of Health Services, Yale
University, Wesleyan University,
and UCONN.
The ASHA program
(AIDS and Sexual Health
Awareness) at Wesleyan
University shows how lacking
Fairfield actually is in addressing
this highly crucial issue. The peer
counselors at Wesleyan share
information about AIDS and other
sexually transmitted diseases,
address the many misconceptions
about AIDS, facilitate discussions,
and make appropriate referrals

schools, such as Central CT State
University and Southern CT State
University, also have outstanding
AIDS/HIV programs. However,
peer counselors at Fairfield, who
are affiliated with the Health
Center, must be overly cautious
on how they approach the issue of
AIDS for fear of going against the
Roman Catholic Church. There
is a strong conflict on what they
hope to do and what they can do
on behalf of AIDS awareness.
For example, there are
no condoms available at the Health
Center and counselors are not
allowed to distribute condoms.
Both Carelli and Skawinski, the
team leaders on AIDS, have been
asked for condoms as peer
counselors and both stress the
excessive need for availability of
condoms on campus. Usually,
the counselors direct students to
nearby pharmacies in town to
purchase condoms.
With AIDS week
coming up April 19-23, Skawinski
comments, "A lot of people realize
what AIDS is, but what I'd like to
see is people buying and using
condoms. I am not promoting
sexual behavior, but for those who
choose to engage in sexual
behavior, 1 want them to practice
safer sex." The peer counselors

everyone as well as we can without
offending the administration,"
says Skawinski.
All posters must be
approved, and abstinence must be
stressed during AIDS week. Says
Carelli, "The percentage of people
who are Catholic on this campus
does not represent the percentage
of people who are abstaining.
Fairfield not only has a
responsibility to educate
academically, but to educate on
something that could kill us.
Morality is not the reality."
The
counselors
comment that people are having
unprotected sex and they hate to
think that they are doing so
because of the lack of education at
Fairfield. Coming out of the
conference, Williams, who is a
peer counselor on the Aids
awareness team, feels "frustrated"
because she is not able to use the
information she learned for
programs at Fairfield; she cannot
make a needed difference. "Our
effective AIDS programs seem
unrealistic, considering all our
limitations." Carelli comments,
"I felt embarrassed and less
educated because I couldn' t follow
the conversations at the
conference. Other schools are

(continued to p.7)

Fairfield Faces

East: Making a Committment to Service
Helen Shaw
Staff Writer

Eileen East, a junior
nursing student, is a recipient of
the 1993 Helene Fuld Health
Trust
Fellowship
for
Connecticut and has been chosen
to attend the International
Council of Nurses 20th
Quadrennial Congress in
Madrid, Spain from June 20-25.
One nursing student from each
state is selected to attend this
Council and meet with
representatives of different
national nurses' organizations
from all over the world to discuss
nursing in the future.
Eileenentered Fairfield

as a politics major and
remained here after
her class graduated to
complete her nursing
degree.
"I'm lucky
to be here for another
two years because
there are a lot of
opportunities and I've
always always felt
comfortable here,"
she says.
She decided
to become a nurse
because she wants to
"work more closely
with people." Eileen
credits the Nursing School for
having "helped me develop my

skills with people."
She is very involved in

extra-curricular activities
that enable her to combine
her skills and concern for
others. Eileen is a resident
advisorforthe Community
Service Floor in Regis
Hall. She and the students
participate in service
projects such as painting
homeless shelters in
Bridgeport and cleaning
East Main Street in
Bridgeport. Eileen also
tutors children whose
parents have AIDS and
volunteers at an afterJ school program for
children at Bridgeport's
McGivney Community Center
and at a food shelter at the Prospect

House in Bridgeport.
In June, she will be
going to Jamaica with other
University Mission Volunteers
where she will use her nursing
skills at an elderly home for the
poor.
She is also head of the
Lector Ministry here on campus,
and a member of Alpha Sigma
Nu, the national Jesuit honor
society that focuses on service
projects.
Eileen will graduate
from Fairfield in May 1994 with
a double major in politics and
nursing. She would like to
practice nursing in an intensive
care unit, and plans to pursue a
Master's degree in nursing.
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Learning to Color Your Mind and Body
Dana Felmlee
Features Editor
Is the color of your
bedspread the one thing standing
between you and an A in organic
chemistry?
Perhaps it is.
According to Dr. Alexander
Schauss, Director of the American
Institute for Biosocial Research
in Tacoma, Washington, color is
a form of energy that actually
produces physiological changes
in people.
The idea that color
affects mood and ways of thinking
is not new; scientists have studied
this for years. Preferences for
certain colors usually complement

or reflect an individual's
personality. "I used to have a blue
room at home," says Helen Shaw,
"but after awhile it got depressing.
Now my room is a peachy-pink
color; it's nice and bright." But
research is now finding that moods
are not the only things colors
affect.
Light is absorbed by the
eye and converted to another form
of energy, which enables us to see
color. Photoreceptors in the retina
called cones translate these light
waves into color vision. Dr.
Schauss said that these bonds of
light energy stimulate the pituitary
and pineal glands, which regulate
hormones and other physiological

systems in the body. What is
really exciting about these
findings is that the physiological
effects of color on these glands
have been consistent even in those
with visual handicaps and
blindness!
What does this mean in
simple English? It means that the
colors you choose to surround
yourself with will not only affect
your mood, but your behavior as
well. Colors play a role in not just
psychological,
but
also
physiological responses.
For instance, the color
red has been found to increase
heart rate, blood pressure, brain
wave activity, and respiration.

^eReaJmr

\Career Planni

Nothing puts a damper
on summer like returning to that
same menial task yon couldn't
wait to get away from. A bad
surnerjob ornone at all i s enough
to make you wish you were still
taking finals.
Some students have
already devoted a lot of time to
their summer job searches, but
others haven't even scratched
the surface. "I've sent resumes
to 43 companies in the NYC
area.," claims junior Frank
Cum ho. *i have only one
interview to show for it." That's
discouraging news, but it's one
more interview than many have
gotten.
There's a solution to
the summer job dilemma, but
here's the catch - you have to go
to Dolan. The options offered at
the Career Planning Center are
well worth the journey over the
icy Campion Field.
The Career Planning
Center either has a job for you or
can provide guidance in finding
one. The center gets notices of
job openings from businesses
interested in summer help,
especially from Fairfield
University students. The
positions range from business
interns and research assistants
to camp counselors. Many of
the employers are alumni or
friends of the university.
A majority of the
summer jobs are located in
FairfieldandsuiTQunding towns.
but the center is a ware of several
^opportunities scattered across the

tri-state area. If you live
someplace on the other end of the
planet like Chicago, fear not: the
Career Planning Center has access
to job directories from colleges
all across the nation.
Tf the Career Planning
Center doesn't have a job for you,
they'll certainly aid in searching.
Once they find out your needs and
interests, the center will help you
tailor an individual search strategy
aimed at getting the job you're
looking for.
The advice the center
gives helps a student plan
effectively for what's to come.
They explain what employers look
for in a resume and how to make
the right contacts for inerviews.
They offer several workshops each
week on topics such as summer
job searches, internship options,
and interview skills.
Despiteall the center has
to offer, not many people are
taking advantage of its resources.
"Not many people know what we
have here." remarked Director
Alice Gorman. In the past, the
Career Planning Center relied on
campus mailings to get their
message out, but that didn't seem
to be doing the job. Gorman
adopted a new strategy of
advertising events in The Mirror
because they are more likely to be
read.
"The economy is
improving, but people aren't
knocking on your doors." said
Gorman. There are summer jobs
out there; they have to be hunted
down. Those who haven't started
their job search better start soon
or risk missing the boat.
The resources at the

waiting to be taken advantage
of. There's nothing to lose by
visiting, except that summer job
you dreaded returning to. This
year, make summer vacation
something you really look
foward to: get the
Career
Planning Center working on your
future now.

More Job
Search Stategies
From the CPC
Lynn Marchetti
StaffWrker

Don't let those
graduation jitters get you down!
There are all sorts of
new and exciting (and
sometimes not so exciting)
things that seniors have to deal
with after May 23rd. So just sit
back and let the Career
Planning Center help you out.
Just after spring
break, the CPC will host a sixweek series of discussion
groups that will tackle various
topics faced by graduating
eniors.
To be held in the
relaxed and casual atmosphere
of a townhouse living room,
the discussion's participants
will be encouraged to discuss
their feelings on such issues as
finances, living at home, and
love in the workplace.
Please watchfor more
information in next week's
I
issue of The Mirror.
J»

Great haircuts
Great prices
;,^»c>

v\tf*
259-1649
26 Sherman Court
(behind the Fairfield Store)

$5 HAIRCUTS
Tuesdays & Wednesdays
Selected Staff Only
Offer Good w/Student ID
Limited Time Only!

A FULL SERVICE SALON

Red makes people feel excited,
stimulated, and warm (Something
to think about the next time you' re
in Victoria's Secret) It's no
wonder that red is the most popular
marketing color, or associated
with very outgoing people.
Pink, on the other hand,
has been found to relax the
muscles. "Because pink has a
tranquilizing effect on aggressive
and violent persons it is often
used in prisons, hospitals, and drug
centers," says Schauss. If you're
feeling anxious at all, pink is a
good color to surround yourself
with because of its soothing
effects.
Orange is a fat person's
color! Actually, orange seems to
stimulate the appetite. You could
use orange placemats to get a fussy
kid to finish his noodle kugle with
raisins, or an orange tablecloth to
encourage your roommates to pig
out on Ben and Jerry's with you!
Orange is also good to relieve
fatigue.

But yellow has been
found to be the best color to lift
the energy level. Yellow increases
the pulse rate and raises the blood
pressure, and can help mild forms
of depression. It's also the most
memorable color. If you want to
remember something, write it
down on yellow paper. Surround
yourself with yellow when
studying to perk up.
Green is a very soothing
and appealing color, good for the
depressed or anxious. But blue is
by far the most soothing color. It
lowers the blood pressure, heart
rate, and respiration. In a study,
children prone to tantrums became
calmer in a blue classroom.
Amazingly, both blind and sighted
persons react to the physiological
effects of blue.
So if you can't
concentrate, or have "the blues,"
ormaybe can't seem to relax,don't
automatically blame your
classes—take a look at the colors
around you!

THE Crossword
ACROSS
Schusses
Golf stroke
Carbarn
London gallery
Bonier river
In Eur.
16 Lincoln Center
offering
17 Current type:
abbr.
18 Lacquered
metalware
19 Parapeted
earthwork
20 Red-letter
22 Pork and veal
23 Not any
24 Resort
26 Kind of pewter
27 Almost not
at all
30 Gem
32 Chicago
airport
33 Efficiency
37 Mme. Bovary
38 Maternally
related
39 Ballet
movement
40 Say over
42 Hollywood's
Keaton
43 Murder to a
mobster
44 Bandleader
Woody
45 Nile reptile
48 Appraisal fig.
49 Half: pref.
50 Walk off with
52 National lore
57 — Domingo
58 Auction word
59 "— Rhythm"
60 Pop star John
61 Land in water
62 Chinese: pref.
63 Lingo
64 Ancient lyre
65 Alphabetic run
1
5
9
14
15

DOWN
1 Watch winder
2 Garden green
3 CPA's entry

1

2

3
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'
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23

27

28
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32
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40

|
45
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20

by Linda Hooper
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4 Mediocre
5 Plant science
6 Hacienda
building block
7 Bringdown
8 Orange —
9 Latent
10 Sword
11 Foot lever
12 Emulate
Webster
13 Strong-scented
herb
21 Function
25 Dermal outlet
27 Gardener at
times
28 Self-pitying
words
29 Branches
30 Freshet
31 Reliances on
experience
33 Russ. grand
duchess
34 Ancient land
35 Foch of films

d
0
1
V

0
N
0
N
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41
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Young suffix
Notable times
Soon
—tasse
Drover
Dummies
Horse's place
Five: pref.
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15% off any perm
or highlighting

- Student ID Required - call Ahead
i 255-0419

W
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49 Word for Dolly
51 Like —of
bricks
53 Sphagnum
54 Not fer, backwoods style
55 "— Nanette"
56 Upon

ARCADIA
HAID AND SKIN SALCN
$25 Haircuts
(Reg. $40.00)
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ii9i post R0ad, Fairfield, CT06430
(Basement of Fairfield Dental Association)
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Around Campus

by Lynn Marchetti

What do you want to be when you grow up?

Mark Callahan '93

MikeVerret '95

Deirdre Bowab '93

Jay Mancini '94

Steve Burke '94

"A Chippendale's dancer "I'm gonna succeed my Dad "Someone who knows what "Taller """fie, reaHF^Hvanr- "3 want to be WVOF's
so I can follow in my fam- as the fry guy at they want to be when they to grow up to be Indiana Weekend Program/Ethnic
ily tradition. (My Mom McDonald's."
grow up."
Jones"
Director. It's my life's
would be so proud!)."
ambition."

AIDS
Conference
(continued from p. 5)

Kick Some Meat March 20
CPS- The Great
American Meatout, sponsored
by the Farm Animal Reform
Movement, will be held March
20 as part of a national effort to
get people to stop eating meat.
FARM has urged
meat-eaters to take the
following pledge: "I pledge to
kick the meat habit on March
20th (the first day of spring)
and to explore a less violent,
more wholesome diet."

much more open in their discussions on sex."
Kim Swanson feels that "policies must change. The
advent of AIDS has changed considerably, and we must respond to
the crisis through a change in school policies." The counselors
agree that the "dangerously conservative" administration has a
responsibility to its students as well as a responsibility to the
Church. Swanson says, "We want the school to handle the AIDS
disease as a crisis, as a health risk." Carelli adds, "Fairfield should
view the disease in an educator's standpoint and should recognize
that peer counselors are willing to promote AIDS awareness." The
group would be happy to meet with the administration at any time
to discuss the issue that is seriously affecting the future of our
Vgeneration.
j

Wild Kingdom

By Anthony Rubino, Jr.

Speaks Out On The Important Issues!
5^ American *£ •"<* Conservative*
«du«atk>n:
'I consider mysejfa
my,** a Boeral
«,.„.
"»consider
•tdont know what alt
thefussfeabout- "«*
^publ* school* the
_. u.S. and my teaser*
^

1

learned me good.

.MiiCofl

»*>'rtieal correctness-;
'Po/itica/correctness to,

*"« "wan about things

carefb
whlf
'saying
3
what you mean
mean «.
dont '
'tt>anyou
^"wan what you say.-

**•

conservative. *WmJEL
^^ but eventually, |
^ttobepaidbac^'
>*** Interest, of course"

*C«"«S.o„;^

"'-to'
^>

pkk.

ow

«hft."

L *r.Colles«onWMre:

I
#

(/-Love is a beutiful gift It Is a
Q wonderful and magical thing
to experience with another
human being... until you
come home a little early one
day and find that other
-HUMAN BEING' doing
ungodly things to the
mailman with a can of
CHEEZEWHIZIANDSOYOU
GRAB THE DEMON LETTER
CARRIER BY THE NECK AND
,-. YOU JUST SQUEEEZE AND
>> SQUEEZE AND SQUEEZE
*3 AND.uh-ehem...l think
' X
we'd better move along.

to***?

99
Mr. College ©,, the
•n«n* movement":

%
;\

"PLEEEEEASEII
Don't get me started'

co^

jeTl
HEYl Got a question or comment for Mr. College?
EI

DA*G'

O Anthony Rubino, Jr., 1999

J

Send questions, comments, and valuable cash pnzes to:
Mr. College • P.O. Box 431 • Gartriersburg MD • 20884-0431
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Editorial/Commentary

Explosive Personalities
Last week's explosion at the World Trade
Center brought attention to an angry and most
likely deranged protester. But it also highlighted
the dedication and efforts of the police and
firefighters of New York City. These men and
women have often been lauded New York's finest,
and they again proved their mettle during the
events of last week. They must be dedicated,
because they willingly take on the responsibilities
of their job, knowing the demands an environment
like New York, with its crime and terrorism, makes
of them.
But the men and women in blue and in red
are no less dedicated outside of New York City.
The combat zones extend to Newark, Los Angeles,
and, yes, Fairfield.
Every time a student cries harassment
because a patrolperson on Fairfield Beach questions
his or her sobriety, that student underestimates the
role the police play in the functioning and
recuperation of this town. After all, several
firefighters were injured while helping evacuate
students and residents during Nor'Easter Beth last
December. They did not want to be injured; they
merely wanted to do their job, which is to help
those within the Fairfield community.
Students as well as residents should be
more appreciative of the members of the community
without whom there would be no community. And
while they are at it, they should be more appreciative
of each other. As Sunday's March for Unity set out
to prove, a community rests on unity. Without
interdependence and mutual respect of everyone's
role within this Fairfield community — student,
taxpayer, administrator, fire chief, police officer—
there is no community.

Letters to the Editor
FUSA calls for balanced relationship with The Mirror
To the Editor:
The February 25 edition
of The Mirror leaves so much to
be desired that if I had all day to
write different letters in response
to other student's criticisms of it,
it still wouldn't satisfy them, or
me for that matter. So let me focus
on one topic that smacks of The
Mirror's poor press, and goes
against everything that FUSA has
endeavored during the Shannon
administration.
On a first reading, I
thought Mark Potter was crying
wolf—thinking, "Things aren't
that bad; people will eventually
outgrow the bar scene." However,
when the school newspaper
devotes three pages to discussing
bars and playing question-answer
with bar owners, I wonder if Mr.
Potter actually does see a wolf
lurking around campus.
I can't believe that The
Mirror has nothing better to write
about. Page 6 is headed, "Fairfield
Salutes the Five Most Popular
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Bars." I'm sorry, but I associate
the word "salutes" more with US
flags, and not with local student
hang-outs. There seems to be a
slight disparity in the prestige of
these two entities.
On the same page, there
is a boxed quote that reads "Learn
about all Hot Spots from the
Mirror." Is this the kind of
publicity that The Mirror prides
itself on? Is this the kind of
publicity that the students pride
themselves on? For sure, such
feature headlines are hardly a
tribute to The Mirror, and more
importantly, does not reflect well
on the student body. If I am wrong,
then perhaps Mr. Potter is all the
more correct.
It's no wonder that
FUSA's attempts at non-alcoholic
programming are vaguely
attended at times when The Mirror
focuses their attention on other
things—like the bar scene! Idon't
care how much money FUSA has
for
programming;
this
unproductive and deleterious

connection that exists between The
Mirror and FUSA acts as a
roadblock for all students that want
to build on the positive aspects of
Fairfield University and its
campus life. We must put a halt to
this imbalanced relationship if we
are to work together, as a student
body, to create the enthusiastic
campus life all of us strive for.
I must say that The
Mirror has hit rock bottom with
this latest edition. I'm just sorry
that it is usually FUSA members
like myself who have to take a
stand against The Mirror in
instances such as these. It injures
the balanced relationship that we
seek with The Mirror.
Unfortunately, we, as student
leaders, cannot stand aside and let
our students be represented by
such poor press.

Matthew T. D'Alto
Director of Finance,
FUSA

Unity March Thanks Participants
To the Editor:

The Fairfield Mirror

The Fairfield Mirror

The March for Unity
committee would like to offer a
gracious thank you to all who
were involved in the planning and
execution of this past weekend's
event. We would like to offer a
special thanks to the speakers,
Carole Ann Coyne-Maxwell and

the Glee Club, and any University
administrators, faculty members,
or students that aided in this superb
program.
The planning committee
was very pleased at the diverse
turnout for the March, and was
even more surprised with the
enthusiasm and concern of the
participants. The crowd battled

the biting cold weather to show
their support for understanding of
diversity.
Once
again
the
committee would like to thank
any person who contributed to the
successful execution of the first
annual March for Unity.
LisaHuck'94

Just Say K.N.O.W.-Peer Counseling
To the Editor:
Next week (March 1
through 5) is National Collegiate
Drug Awareness Week. Peer
Counseling would like raise
awareness of the Drug Awareness
Week and Drug Education:
Across the United States,
colleges took part in National
Collegiate Drug Awareness
Week. At Fairfield University, the
Alcohol and Drug Awareness
Team of Peer Counseling
sponsored many events to raise
drug awareness and education on
campus. This semester, the theme
was "Just Say K.N.O.W. —Keep
Narcotics Out of our World."

Many of the events were
"alternative programming,"
meaning that attendance would
provide non-alcoholic and nondrug alternatives for social
gatherings. For example,
Wednesday evening at 8 pm, Dan
La Rosa mesmerized the audience
withafreehypnotism show! Other
events were a hot chocolate and
donut social after Monday night
Mass in the Egan Chapel. Drug
information was spread to the
campus means of brochures at a
table in the Campus Center, and
information tents in Seilers.
If you missed any of the
earlier events, you still have time
to attend Thursday' s and Friday' s

programming and fun! Thursday
night, the hit movie "Rush" is
being shown in the Stag-Her.
Friday, join your friends in the
campus center lobby for "Baked
in the Campus Center!!!" You'll
have to come to find out about the
fun!
If you have any questions
about drug or alcohol addiction or
related problems, please contact a
peer counselor or Barry Vesciglio
in the Student Health Center.
Remember—Keep Narcotics Out
of our World!
Sara Conlon
Meg McGuirk
Jeff Igoe

SENIORS!
It's never too early to get in your
submissions for the Senior Edition superlatives, flashbacks, photos, farewells,
etc. Send them to the attention of
Claire, Box AA. Deadline is
April 25.
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Unity Through Diversity
The J. Crew Catalog Comes Alive at Fairfield
Jennifer E. Edwards
Commentary Editor
The Unity March on
Sunday was designed to foster
diversity through unity. 200
students marched through campus
and read little signs on their way
telling them to "Walk a mile in
someone else's moccasins."
Diversity is something
that is lacking^at Fairfield or as I
like to call it- The J. Crew catalog
comes alive (No wonder they
opened a store in Westport). There
are more barn jackets and flannel
shirts on this campus than on any
other. Everyone dresses the same.
The token few non-J Crewers
stand out like a sore thumb on
campus.
Now I understand why
there are J. Crew catalogs in bulk
here. I could never figure it out
my freshman year. My friends
schools' didn't get catalogs in
bulk, why was Fairfield so lucky
or cursed?
We are second, probably
only to Vanillanova, in the
whiteness of the school. The
administration has a goal, not a
quota, of 10 percent minorities.
Their goal seems like a quota in
order to receive more money from
the federal government.

But as UMOJA pointed
out last week in their letter to the
editor, the administration is not
doing enough to achieve that goal.
UMOJA wants more
money for African-Americans to
attend Fairfield and social
activities to make them stay.
What about more
financial aid for everyone that
needs it? And what kind of social
activities do they recommend?
There is little diversity
in dress or color here. But will the
unity march solve that problem?
It was a good start, but if
nothing else is done, it is only a
token measure- an event that filled
up a diversity program for the
RAs.
Did
the
march
accomplish what it sent out to doraise awareness on campus? Will
an affirmative action quota help
or is it a problem that will neverbe
solved.
A quota goal sometimes
has adverse effects. In our
enlightened age, prejudice is still
rampant and racial attacks have
heightened on some campuses,
despite multicultural awareness
and education.
Unity is what is needed
with a commitment to diversity.
We need to work together as

people of all
different
backgrounds, nationalities, and
races. Society is a salad bowl and
not a melting pot. No, as a matter
of fact, society should be like a
Reese's Peanut Butter Cup-Two
Great Tastes that taste great
together. The chocolate and
peanut butter retain their
individual tastes , but blend
together for one incredible taste,
that is unbeatable by any other
candy bar.
M &M's come close,
but it just not the same. But they
can be used as a model for society
too- all the colors living happily
together in a brown package. (Sort
of like the song we all learned in

Sunday School in preschool-"Red
and Yellow, Black and White.
They are precious in his sight.
Jesus loves the little children of
the world.)
Chocolate is really the
model for everything else. It is
sweet. It makes you feel loved
and brightens up a dreary day. Of
course, it does have a lot of fat and
sugar, but it's a small price to pay
forall that satisfaction. Everything
should be like chocolate.
What is diversity all
about? Is it about red and yellow
black and white all living together
peacefully in a power sharing
environment? Is it about quotas
and affirmative action and a goal
of 10% minorities at Fairfield?
Or is it about something a little bit
more?
Dr. Seuss knew all about
diversity- he had the Whos down
in Whoville- the tall and the small,
Sniglets, Elfbuts, Green Eggs and
Ham, and other odd shaped
people.
Horton in Horton Hears
a Who had it all summed up when
he said, "A Person's A Person...No
matter How Small." Yet they all
seemed to get along with each
other despite their different
shapes, colors, and names.
They didn't needquotas

or unity marches to bring them
together.
Diversity is not about
quotas, it is about appreciating
the uniqueness in every person
and working with that uniqueness
to create a harmonious society.
Ideally quotas would not be
needed, but sometimes a little
jump start is needed.
Quotas will not diversify
a society, however, nor will they
unify it.
Diversity has nothing to
do with snack bars and pubs,
either. Stag Her Inn is not
offensive. (That controversy has
died down for the time being,
thankfully.)
Hopefully the unity
march was a start of positive things
to come in the future for Fairfield
and there will not be another
outbreak of racial incidents like
the ones that occurred last year at
Dolan.
We already have
diversity in this world, like the
world of Dr. Seuss, we just need
to appreciate it more like Horton
and the Whos.
Everyone has an
obligation to work together for
unity.
Our diversity just needs
to be unified in a harmonious way.

Class of 1996 Letter is Open and Full of Holes
Thomas Gegeny
Staff Writer
I am in absolute anxious
agitation to reply to the "Open
letter to the class of 1996" by
freshman Mark Potter. In all
honesty, its long-winded whining
pretentiousness was almost as
overwhelming as its hypocritical
and ignorant conceptions.
Albeit, I am sure the
university community appreciated
his worry "about what we as
students do in our spare time" and
his fear that we are to become a
population plagued with "drinking
disorders, beer bellies, empty
dreams, and unrealized potential,"
something which he believes
exemplifies- or will exemplifyFairfield's best.
Mr. Potter's dissertation
was permeated with fallacies,
misconceptions, and the most
pitiful plea for student unity and
organization I have ever born
witness tool.
His descriptions of a
class of 1996 characterized by
"binge drinking" and "Escaping
through alcohol" would almost
convince one that we were a
community of drop-outs from
Alcoholics Anonymous.
If such a depiction gives

any indication of Mr. Potter's
personal difficulties, then I suggest
he seek some of the help offered
at Student Services.
Of course any students
has the right to express
disappointment with the recent
social breakdown at Fairfield.
It
has
been
accomplished through the
administration's suppression of
students and deficiency in any
significant forethought.
But
to
blame
upperclassmen, FUS A, the Quick
Center, IRHG, and other
university institutions that actively
program events on campus and
defend students interests, at times
with a passion, is almost too absurd
to be taken seriously under even
the most lenient considerations.
Such hostility will
certainly reap more than its share
of resentment, unfortunately
directed at Mr. Potter, rather than
the problems at hand.
I can hardly begin to
point out the errors in Mr. Potter's
complaints, as if they didn't stand
out like the neon lights at Time
Square.
Firstly, his overall
attitude was completely immature,
to make use of a word seldomly
directed at university students, but
which has more than enough

relevance in this instance.
For example, let us
examine such crass and destitute
statements
as
"If
our
administration doesn't care about
our health and happiness, then we
are going to have to take care of
ourselves"- oh my, have our
preadolescent years come to an
end so quickly?
Honestly, if one is going
to call for the unity and support of
fellow students, he/she better not
equate his/her pleas with the
sobbing, self-centered, sorrows of
dissatisfied second-graders.
An element of
responsibility and earnest concern
is sorely in order. But even more
stinging to the soul of any serious
student was Mr. Potter's attack on
upperclassmen.
If I may quote the author
once again, simply because I have
difficulty expressing his thoughts
in quite the samemanner, he states
"I think the upperclassmen and
administration have been quite
clear: the class of 1996 is simply
not wanted at social events." That
is quite a bold statement
considering
that
the
upperclassmen have not ceased in
their vehement attempts to change
the alcohol policy, graduation
policy, and every other ball of
mud the administration hurls at

us.
Organizations like
UNITE and FUSA have been
ardent in their struggles, and
whether or not their success has
yet been manifested, their
intentions are nonetheless true to
the purpose. And while on the
subject of FUSA, that silent and
neglectful contributor to alcohol
problems on campus, let me
engage Mr. Potter's accusations
with an obvious novelty to himthe truth.
Apart from FUSA's
extensive list of programming, it
has recently sought funds for Club
Black Box- perhaps the most
popular alcohol alternative
program ever on campus.
As a matter of fact, this
year has been one of the most
successful in terms of campus
programming that I have seen yet,
and with the promise of a variety
of activities in the spring, in
addition to Dogwoods weekend-I
would listen to any contrary
arguments with open ears.
And finally, I would like
to address Mr. Potter's rather
unwarranted attack on one of
Fairfield University's cultural
hubs- the Quick Center. "We must
demand that our students are
offered tickets to Quick Center
events at prices no higher than $5

a ticket" -well, at least we have an
idea of how infrequently Mr.
Potter makes use of all that the
Quick Center has to offer.
Anyone who frequents
the facility knows the "rush"
tickets are offered to students and
staff on the day of the show for
most programs, this of course
excludes shows that result from
outside groups renting the theater.
But even so- the regular
half-price discount on tickets is
quite reasonable- considering the
Quick Center is only partially
funded by the university and does
need to accumulate some profit in
order to function.
If Mr. Potter prefers, he
can seek his cultural entertainment
with his idea of economically
feasible top-notch performances.
Indeed, I find myself
almost dumbfounded at the way
Mr. Potter chooses to address
campus issues-dividing the
university community with not
conquer its problems, it would do
him well to become more
involved, and indeed more in
touch, with those who are acti"ely
working to improve the situation
on campus.
I find Mr. Potter's
"Open letter to the class of 1996"
to be exactly that- open, and full
of holes.
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Proposed Graduation Policy is Absurd
Rosalind E. Van Tuyl
Staff Writer

townhouse "dilemma."
So I don't get any angry
letters or threatening phone calls,
let me also say, in no uncertain
terms, that the following
"suggestion," made by the
administration was immediately
shot down by the members of
UNITE before it was ever drawn
up into a formal proposal.
The suggestion was that
every townhouse senior would
be required to put up a $500
deposit if they wished to stay in
their townhouse until noon the
day after graduation. And then if
one person gets written up, every
single senior forfeits their
deposit.
Granted, it was shot down.
Highway robbery is still illegal in
the state of Connecticut. But that
is not my point.
The fact it was even
suggested is symptomatic of a

Let me just state right
up front, that I have absolutely
no right to complain about
what I am about to complain
about, but, as is often the case
when I complain, I don't
care. I am not a senior. I do
not live in the townhouses. I
will probably never live in a
townhouse, because of my
incredible housing lottery
number luck.
In fact, I am certain
that because I have been
damned to eternal high lottery
number hell, I will be living
in Dolan (again) as a senior.
This would happen to me.
That's how lucky I am. But
my housing problems aside,
I feel the need to comment
about the senior week

problem the administration has
of seeing how much they can
charge students for before there
is a small scale revolution.
But what if no one had
objected? Let's just say, as often
happens, that the administration
had made their "suggestion" a
policy over objections from
students? Let's examine exactly
what that would have meant to
students.
283 townhouse seniors
putting up $500 a piece. I'm no
math major, but that is over
$140,000 for the University if
one person gets written up.
I thought that $25 alcohol
fines were a bit stiff, but this is
beyond the realm of my
comprehension.
Now, if you were the
Administration and you were
going to get $140,000 if anyone
got written up, you would make

damn sure that somebody got
"Class of 1993 Townhouse
written up. At least I would,
Scholarship: This scholarship
because I need the money. Even
was generously donated by the
if you had to invent a new rule
Class of 1993. Recipients of the
to break (like the one about
scholarship must exemplify the
empty alcohol containers in the
ideals that this asinine policy
dorms), you would find a way to
embodied: greed, powerwrite somebody up.
tripping, and harassment.
If you had to write up
somebody's grandmother for
But that would never
not getting a visitor's parking
happen. Invariably, the money
permit for her walker, you would
would be reverted to the
doit.
ominous "general fund."
In fact, I would go: so far
So''L feel bad for the
as to say that I would pay off a
people WHo/M^f(rial senior week
student to gW'writteri'Irp^ sllBb v^ townhouse policy will affect; I
And if I couldn't find a
am sure that somehow it will
student who would back-stab
involve students paying for
his classmates like that, I would
"costs" that the administration
import a student who would.
purports to have incurred
Seriously, a school
I am not worried about
which charges its students $10
the graduation policy. I am
to drop/add is going to jump at
however worried that I won't
the chance for a $140,000
have exact change for the
"endowment."
Canisius campus toll booth..

Fairfield Still Maintains Its Academic Reputation
Kurt Hackbarth
Staff Writer
Has somebody ever said
something to you that just nagged
at the back of your mind (for
example, that the meat Seiler's
serves is supposedly rated "Grade
D
but
fit
for
human
consumption")?
I was home during break
and ran into a friend of mine that
goes to Holy Cross. Skipping to
the important part of the
conversation-listen, you'd rather
eat that meat than hear about the
local gossip in Old Lyme,
Connecticut- we started talking
bout our respective first semesters
colleges. He then told me that a
t of people at Holy Cross apply
.o Fairfield as a safety school
(much the same chant we used
against Manhattan at the Stags
game on Saturday).
I , of course, maturely
responded that people at Fairfield
would actually rather get involved
on campus than go to school there,
and we use our Holy Cross

applications for toilet paper.
That aside, when I got
back to campus somebody
mentioned to me somewhere that
Fairfield accepted 70% of the
people who applied for the class
of 1996, a number that seemed
tremendously high to me,
especially being a school that is
starting to gain a stronger
recognition for academics.
Further "research" (I
love the word research- it makes
my work look a lot more involved
than making a phone call and
looking up some numbers in the
Barron's Guide) proved that
accurate: according to the Office
of Public Relations, out of about
4,900 applications for this year's
freshman class, approximately
3,500 were accepted.
This was in marked
contrast to previous years, where
we accepted around 40-50% of
applicants, a number on par with
the two other Jesuit colleges in
New England, Holy Cross (is the
name already starting to make you
sick?) and Boston College.
Visions of lowered

rankings danced in my head, and
I began to wonder- Why is this? Is
this a trend?
Wouldn't this be a better
topic to write about than the StagHer Inn name change?
In fact, these numbers
are misleading. First of all, this is
a trend happening at all colleges,
even the Ivy Leagues, according
to Fr. Murphy, Dean of Freshmen.
The reason, according to him and
backed up by Dean Flynn of
Admissions, is a " baby crunch":
There are less students of college
age now, and therefore fewer
applicants.
As Dean Flynn said: "If
we had 6,000 applicants before
the demographic decline and
accepted 3,500, that's about 50%.
But if you have 4,900 and accept
that much, it looks misleading."
His numbers are accurate: for the
1987-88 school year, for example,
there were 5,711 applicants,
although we accepted a smaller
number.
Still, there has been no
decline in academic standards
whatsoever. "The present student

body should be very proud of its
academic standing." Flynn said.
The reason for this year's smaller
class was due to the higher number
of students who decided to come
to Fairfield, but the higher class
size is not a number he would like
to see continue.
There are other reasons
for this number. According to Fr.
Murphy and Mr. Flynn, students
are applying to more colleges,
and many Catholic colleges from
this area are drawing from the
same student pool.
Finances, in these
times, are playing a role, and Fr.
Murphy cited the fact that we are
somewhat less expensive than our
fellow Jesuit schools.
To Mr. Flynn, finances
and financial aid are yet another
variable in students' deciding
where to go, and makes it difficult
for the University to accurately
predict how many students will
enroll.
The number of students
who decided to come to Fairfield
should be seen as a complement,
he said.
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Still, things are not all
rosy in college world. Higher
costs for private colleges, as well
as their having to compete with
state-subsidized public schools,
may drive many schools out of
business over the next ten years,
according to Fr. Murphy.
As he admitted , "This
is the real world", and colleges
must keep economic concerns like
rising salaries in mind when they
make many of their decisions.
He also cited a
nationwide decline in college
board scores over the past few
years as a reason for some
statistical academic drops, but
asserted that this does not reflect
at all on the relative caliber of this
student body.
So I suppose the old
saying "Figures lie and liars
figure" works out here. Our
student body has nothing to be
ashamed of compared to other
classes, or compared to other New
England Jesuit schools.
Remember that the next
time you beat out a Holy Cross
grad for a job slot.
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Arts and Entertainment
Douglas' Fascinating
f
Van
Halen
s Latest Live Album is
Performance Is the Only
Definitely Worth the Price
Reason To See "Falling Down"
The Fairfield Mirror

Chris Snyder
Arts & Entertainment Editor
Whenever we consider
people to be cynics, we tend to
despise them, but deep down
inside, we should admire them.
These are people who are fed up
with the everyday world (like
many of us are), and they act out
many of the things that we,
subconsciously, would really like
todoinagivensituation. Michael
Douglas portrays a cynic in Joel
Schumacher's uneven new film Falling Down. While the protagonist
is so fascinating to watch, the rest of the movie appears to have no
idea what it^^n^ito.^e.
.
Falling Down is a very dark wgrk.^wh^h^s either funny,
frightening, orgrotesquely violent. This is a mixture which, at times,
is satisfying, but at other times, it is not.
Douglas is a man from Los Angeles who at one point, just a
few years ago, thought he had his whole life figured out. He was a
highly paid defense worker, he had a nice wife and beautiful
daughter, and he lived in a respectable neighborhood. He had
literally nothing to worry about. Apparently, though, he had many
psychological problems. There were flashes of violence against his
wife and child. As a result, he is divorced when we meet him, and
a court order prevents Douglas from approaching his family.
On the morning the film begins, Douglas is stuck in a massive
traffic jam on the freeway. Horns are blowing, the cars are not
moving, and flies are crawling onto his sweaty skin. Because of all
this, Douglas suddenly loses control. He emerges from his car, slams
the door, and goes walking alone across the dangerous environment
of Los Angeles. His goal is to go back home to his family so that he
can visit his daughter on her birthday. His wife (played by Barbara
Hershey), however, is afraid of what he's capable of doing, and she
wants no part of him.
Oddly enough, the protagonist doesn't even have a name in
the movie. We, and the rest of the characters identify him as DFENS, which are the letters on his license plate.
During his escapade throughout the city, Douglas enters a
small convenient store. He asks for change for the telephone, but the
Korean owner of the establishment refuses to give it to him unless he
buys something. He tries to buy a can of Pepsi, but his change from
a dollar won't be enough for the phone call. He becomes so
frustrated that he grabs the owner's baseball bat and destroys most
of the store.
As his nightmarish day progresses, he encounters members of
a Puerto Rican gang who want to rob him, fast-food workers who tell
him at 11:33 a.m. that it's too late for him to get breakfast, a crazy
neo-Nazi gun shop owner, and other characters who do nothing but
augment his anger.
Robert Duvall co-stars in a dull, thankless role as a cop on his
last day of the job who tries to track down the cynic causing all these
disturbances. None of his scenes are particularly memorable or
interesting, and the film concludes with an inevitable, predictable
showdown between he and Douglas.
What hurts Falling Down, besides an innumerable amount of
very weird scenes, is that its only interesting character is the
protagonist, there are no supporting roles which stand out.
The Douglas character is so fascinating, however, that he
makes the film watchable. There is a great amount of sadness in his
soul. He is not really trying to be a bad guy, he's just completely
overwhelmed by a confused state of mind.
Director Schumacher concludes the movie realistically with
a true to life ending. He does not look to please his audience with a
glamorized conclusion to the film. I do think, however, that Falling
Down would have been a better film if it were solely a dark comedy.
The occasional poignancy and use of graphic violence don't seem to
fit in with the comic material.
The main reason to see Falling Down is because of Douglas'
fine performance. He creates a character whom we can both identify
with and fear. Otherwise, this movie is not really worth your while.
Although it is an original work, it is just not satisfying enough.
RATING - 2 and 1/2 Cynics Out Of 4

Next Week - A Column
Suggesting Improvements
For Showing Films
in Gonzaga
Auditorium

Kevin Ridolfi
Staff Writer
A ticket to a Van Halen
show has been regarded as a hot
ticket since the band formed in
1974.
In 1984, Van Halen
achieved Guiness Book status, for
playing the loudest live music
ever, during the tour supporting
1984.
In 1993, Van Halen
finally releases its first live album.
Entitled Live: Right Here, Right
Now, the show is definitely worth
the admission price.
Van Halen originally
drew audiences based on the
charisma of singer David Lee
Roth. Following the 1984 tour,
Roth quit the band for a solo career
and was replaced by Sammy
Hagar. This was one of the most
talked about departures in rock.
The band, consisting of
drummer Alex Van Halen, superguitarist Eddie Van Halen, and
bassist Michael Anthony, released
5150 in 1986 with Hagar singing.
The album and tour were among
Van Halen's most popular,
proving that the band could exist
without Roth's showmanship.
Sammy, Eddie and
Michael continued their acrobatic
stage show, with Alex completing
the backdrop with his huge drum
setup (at one point, his set included
four bass drums).
The songs on Live... are
taken mostly from the post-Roth
albums, 5150, OU812, and For
Unlawful Carnal Knowledge. The

album itself takes its name from
"Right Now," a popular song off
For Unlawful...
They also perform early
songs like "Ain't Talkin' 'Bout
Love," "Panama," "Jump," and
"You Really Got Me." To make
things equal, the set includes songs
from Hagar's solo albums, "One
Way to Rock" and "Give to Live,"
which Hagar performs as a solo.
All four members of the
band are known for their
individual talent, and they all take
solos on the album. Eddie plays
his "316" solo off and Alex plays
an expansion of "Pleasure Dome,"
both off For Unlawful...
Live was released on two
discs, and both contain relentless
examples of stage energy. The
opening track "Poundcake" sets
the tone with the ferocious sound
of a cordless drill in its intro.
When introducing the
songs, Hagar proves to be quite a
showman. He holds the preaching
to a minimum, and is playful in
his language. He jokingly
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introduces Jack Daniels as the fifth
member of Van Halen (Michael
Anthony has a Jack Daniels
shaped bass).
The best track on the
album is the emotional
performance of "Right Now."
Hagar gets the crowd roaring
roaring with his intro, "Right now
youth is king." Dreams" from
5150
is also performed
particularly well.
One of the songs from
the album has been released as a
single. "Won't Get Fooled Again"
is a song written by The Who that
Van Halen does a passable job
covering.
The only negatives about
Live. . . is that they included the
never released "Spanked," instead
of Hagar's popular "I Can't
Drive." Also the CD is packaged
in that fold-over cardboard holder.
It might be good for the
environment, but is susceptible to
ripping and is more difficult to
store because of its larger size.
Live: Right here, right
now is a fabulous example of a
Van Halen concert. It contains
over two hours of great music for
any fan on two discs. The
performances are tight examples,
and convey that magical element
of live energy straight from your
stereo. This album shows that, as
Sammy Hagar says, "Right now,
Van Halen is kicking ass in
America."
RATING-4 STARS

This Year's Grammy Awards
Highlighted By Disappointing Choices
Chris Bruderle
Staff Writer
Although creativity and
art cannot be judged by a specific
scale for their worth, this year's
Grammy Award selections were
very questionable.
True, the Grammys, by
awarding artists, do not put an
"ethereal label" on the specific
work which denies the worth of
competing artists. They do,
however, influence what albums
consumers purchase the morning
after the awards ceremony and
what songs and records people
remember in the future.
Therefore, the Grammy
selectors have much responsibility
in deciding the various winners
and nominees. Much of the music
which was put forth this year was
not well represented at the 35 th
annual ceremony held last
Wednesday night.
Rock fans cannot
possibly thank Eric Clapton for
all he has done for music over the
past thirty years, but the Grammy
committee tried to do just that in
one night. Clapton's Unplugged
was granted Album of the Year,
while "Layla" from that album
was voted Best Rock Song and
Best Male Vocal.
Clapton's single "Tears
In Heaven" was elected Song of
the Year, and Clapton won two
other Grammys from this song.
The album and both tunes were
fantastic, but did not deserve this
many honors compared to the

other albums and songs that were
nominated for awards.
For Album of the Year,
the better choice would have been
Pearl Jam's Ten, The Pepper's
Blood Sugar Sex Magik, or
Arrested Development's 3 Years,
5 Months, and 2 Days in the Life
Of.., Arrested Development. At
least Arrested Development was
awarded a well-deserved Grammy
for Best New Artist and Duo.
An even bigger mistake
was in the category for Best
Record (Song). Pearl Jam's
"Jeremy" was topped by no other
song this year for its insightful
lyrics, up-beat melody, and
powerful vocals.
The Pepper's "Under the
Bridge" was also a very powerful
tune that deserved much more
credit than it received. But in this
category and in a few of the others,
the award may have been given to
Clapton out of respect for his
career.
For Best Rock Duo or
Group Vocal (which went to U2
for Achtung Baby) Pearl Jam was
completely overlooked for Ten .
This album jammed from
beginning to end, and Vedder's
vocals were spectacular.
What was even more
upsetting about this choice, even
though I am a U2 fan, is that it
would have been a perfect time to
recognize a hot new band from an
extremely fresh and vibrant
musical scene like Seattle. The
Grammys should be about music
that is a sign of the times, or that

made some kind of breakthrough
during the past year and really
turned people's heads.
U2 and Eric Clapton are
two of Rock and Roll's greatest
acts, but it's time to recognize the
new bands that keep it thriving,
especially during times like the
present when Rock seems to take
a back seat to Pop music.
Therefore, The Peppers were a
terrific choice for Best Hard Rock
with Vocal for "Give It Away."
Basically, what was
really disturbing this year was the
fact that there were many great
Rock albums and songs that were
released, and all of the awards
focused on only a few performers.
Rock and Roll has come
back in the past year with much
force, and it needed to be
recognized to push it over the top
of your everyday Pop music.
For most Rock acts of
the past, ticket sales were down to
an almost all-time low, and these
performers really needed the sort
of national reverence which the
Grammys provide them.
In truth, the Grammys
do not mean anything official, but
it does look good to most
consumers and concert goers in a
"report card" kind of way.
Hopefully, we will have some
more responsible Grammy
selections in the upcoming years
which focus on an entire spectrum
of possibilities. It would be nice
if the selections committee would
spread its wealth rather than give
one person every award.
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Living Poet's Society

SUMMER JOBS
All summer long you worked on windows,
Up a ladder in the blue air.
You chipped and sanded and painted,
Refitted levers and moldings,
While I waited on the ground.

THE SHIRT
The thin man folds himself
Into his chair at dinnertime,
Legs creasing at the knees
Under the low table.
Above the table,
The wide white flag
Of his shirt hangs fit.
His shoulders point at
The pale corners of the cotton;
The sides of the shirt
Fold softly, cleanly
Away from his body
Until they pucker in
At his waist.
The stripe of his tie
Draws the eye up the torso,
The long neck,
To where his narrow face
Balances,
The chin jutting
Like an arrow aimed at
The waste in the world.
The fatty excesses
That have nothing to do with
His meager green plate.

Becky Rodia

The Fairfield Mirror

I walked laps to pass the time,
Studying the paint-snowy pachysandra.
Sometimes, I stopped to watch you
Shearing a fine down of wood from a pane.

AFTER THE FUNERAL
She sits at the kitchen table,
With light streaming in
Through the window behind her,
Bending through the untouched
Glass of water beside her,
Touching down brightly on the
dog's head
As he sits panting at her knees,
Waiting to be fed.
And maybe the phone is ringing,
But she doesn't hear it
Because the sun through the
window
Is blinding her to everything—
Even the flaming white notecards
before her.
She extinguishes each one with
black ink,
Filling in the blank sheets
With her mother's name
Becky Rodia

Late afternoon, when you stopped working,
We walked through the side yard,
Past the pachysandra with its quiet breath.
You said, "I'm digging it up this spring.
It can grows all it wants until then."
I laughed out loud, but groaned inside.
Another summer project to drown
The sunny days in sweat and the rainy ones in sleep,
While I pace apdjwait^sizjrjg ug^extye^ job.
Maybe-you'll'reseed the dead strip of lawn,
Paint the house, or both.
We entered the house, cooled by the cross-breeze,
Which will be so soothing next spring
When you kneel in the pachysandra
And dig for its roots.
I will keep you company, talking to you
Through screens in the windows that you fixed
During your summer in the sky.
Becky Rodia

Editor's Note
My sincere apologies go out to
Becky Rodia who was the true
author of last week's article on
"Fairfield Premieres," and not
Victoria Bennett.
I would also like to
apologize for several

misprints in her poem "The
Shirt." Since I appreciate her
hard work, I am reprinting the
correct version of "The Shirt,"
plus two more of her poems to
compensate for last week's silly
errors.
Chris Snyder
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This
is Worth Celebrating
Chris Snyder
Arts & Entertainment Editor
Have you ever wondered
what life would be like if you
could live the same day over and
over again? This is a miracle
whichcomes true forBill Murray
in Groundhog Day, a funny and
enjoyable new comedy by
director Harold Ramis.
Murray stars as Phil
Connors,
a
Pittsburgh
weatherman who is a coldhearted cynic. He hates people,
and he hates his job, especially
when he has to go to
Punxsutawney, Pennsylvania to
cover Grou'hdh6gJOay -for his network. He thinks the holiday
is a stupid joke, and that everyone
who believes in it is silly.
After Phil completes his
dreaded report, an immense
blizzard keeps him in
Punxsutawney. He awakens the
next morning only to discover
that it is still February 2.
Somehow,
he's
continuously reliving the same
day. Day after day he wakes up,
and day after day it's Groundhog
Day. He must keep reliving this
day until he finally does
everything perfect and becomes
a better person.
A movie about a guy
living the same day over and
over again can get tedious after a
while, and Groundhog Day
does, but it has the perfect amount
of charm and laughs to provide
an entertaining time at the theater.

I got tired of watching the same
events an almost innumerable
number of times, but I had lots of
fun watching this weatherman
make a gradual improvement in
his personality each day.
1
'Credit
newcpming
screenwriter Danny Rubin on a
terrific job and a fresh, unique
idea for a movie.
Each day becomes sort of
an exercise for Phil, as he
endlessly tries to woo his coworker Rita (Andie McDowell
from Green Card and Sex, Lies,
and Videotape). Every day, he
attempts a new technique to win
over her love, with each day
being an improvement over the
previous one. He knows that
even if he flops, she will never
remember it, because the next
day is Groundhog Day all over
again.
One charming idea is that
Phil, to try and impress her, uses
his seemingly endless time to
master ice sculpting and playing
the piano.
As each Groundhog Day

passes, Phil gradually mellows
out of his cynical state of mind,
and he becomes a much better
person.
Murray
does
a
wonderful job with his role. I
think he and Steve Martin
might be the only two actors
who could have pulled this role
off and made it believable. We
can believe his gradual
transformation of character,
because he plays his part just
right, with perfect comic timing
and appropriate facial
expressions.
The Phil Connors
character is Murray's best since
he played Dustin Hoffman's
roommate in Tootsie.
Groundhog Day is not
great, but it is fun. A nice way
to get away from the real world
for two hours.

RATING - 3 Groundhogs
Out Of 4

Don't forget about
"Fairfield Premieres" which will
be performed on March 3. The
student written plays will be performed in the Quick Center's
Black Box Auditorium, and they'll
be presented by Theater Fairfield.
The agenda includes "Investigate This!" by Michael
Anderer, "The Playground" by
Becky Rodia, and "Wake Me
When I'm Nude" by Patrick
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McCarthy. A reception will
follow the performances, so
please come. Tickets are $8 for
general admission, and $3 for
students and seniors. They will
take place on March 3-5 at 8
p.m., on March 6th at both 2
p.m. and 8p.m., and on March
7th at 2 p.m. only.
The reception afterward will feature refreshments
and a chance to meet the actors.

Johanna Spyri's classic tale "Heidi" will be
presented at the Quick Center On Sunday
March 21 at 2 and 4 p.m. as part of the Young
Audience Series. A delightful musical,
"Heidi" celebrates the power of love and
reminds children of the benefits of
self-reliance and determination.

FUSA SPECIAL EVENTS PRESENTS

SIBLING 'S WEEKEND
MARCH

5TH-7TH

REGISTER BY TODAY

Sports
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Stags Get Spanked

IT'S MERE!!
^

*K

5l

WI'IUL'I

4th Annual Lite Night
At
The Rec Hex

g, iff;
Mta £91 *ta

Intramural Update

Chris Arena
Staff Write*
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(continued from p. 16)

to cap the run at 21-1 in over ten minutes of play. Iona led 34-29 two minutes into the
second half. Iona stretched the lead to as much as nine with twelve minutes left. Craig
Martin, who led all scorers with 18 points, kept the Stags in the game for the most part.
A three by Martin and driving layups by Sytulek and Johnnie Jones (9 points) cut the lead
to four. Freshman Sean Clarke knocked down a 17-footjumpertocutittotwo. The crowd
of 2,905 was out of control. Their hope was revived and the Stags found themselves right
back in the game with eight minutes left.
The Stags couldn't get any closer until Martin busted out off a pick and drilled
his fourth three-pointer of the game to tie at 1:35,57-57. Fairfield quickly called a time
out to set up a defense. Iona got a tough shot off that found its way into the hoop. The
Stags came down and went to the only Stag that was on. Martin shot the jumper with
twenty ticks left that rattled out. The Stags proceeded to foul and Iona put the game away
on the free throw line. The game ended 63-57.
The Stags will go into the tournament playing Siena for the third time in the fourfive game. This game was only to see who would be home in that game. When Fairfield
has worn white in the tournament they have been 5-1. Siena played Niagara in a tough
contest; Siena came out on top to clinch fourth place and the home uniforms in the fourfive game.
In the game that meant everything more the Stags were spanked by Manhattan,
82-71. In front of a sellout crowd the Stags tried to play hard and stay with Manhattan.
They chipped away at a fifteen-point J^d^an^got it down to eleven at the half. ■
With no help from the referees, who made some horrible calls and let the game
get out of hand, the Stags could not handle the athleticisms of Manhattan. Fairfield
attempted to make some runs of their own that were only too quickly answered with a
three by Manhattan to quickly quiet the crowd. The Stags are to be commended for a
terrific season. They have beaten Siena twice already and anything can happen in the
tournament.

f

Intramural Volleyball
Flying Elvis 2- Rumpshakers 0
The Flying Elvis overcame a disappointing firt half of the season and
overpowered the Rumpshakers 15-6 and 15-7. Adam DiNicola served four and
five straight winners respectively. Lori DiPaolo's powerful play at the net
sparked the defense. She had five blocks. The play throughout the game was
highlighted by the (non)athlete of the week, P.J. Murray. Murray had seven kills
and five blocks. Next up for Elvis is Bounce. With the playoffs starting soon
oddsmakers have the Flying Elvis at 100-1.
*PLAYOFFS BEGIN MONDAY, MARCH 8
*PLEASE FILL OUT MIRROR SHEETS AFTER YOUR GAME. WE CANT
PUT YOUR GAME IN THE PAPER IF WE DONT KNOW WHAT HAPPENED - IM STAFF

Rugby Game
Saturday 1:00 p.m.
against
Western Connecticut
on the Rugby Field

(Non)Athlete of the Week- P.J.Murray. Murray had seven kills and five blocks
to lead his team to their first victory.
HAPPY HOUR Mon-Fri
4PM-7PM
FREE FINGER FOOD
1-7PM
Kitchen open all day &
late evening
RESTAURANT
EVERY EMPLOYEE NITE
Special prices all nite
MON.
FREE
hot chili & chips
EVERY COLLEGE NITE
$4 (60oz.) Pitchers
ITUES.& $1.99 Shot Specials
THURS
150 Hot Wings
EVERY LADIES NITE
$2 DRINKS
WED.

,2*
5

"Island Magic"
Live Reggae

SAT.
MAR.

Jim Royle Trio

6

Jass/Motown

w/"Kathy Fanner

Q
Bar Bt Grill

Q

$5&95

2 FOR 1 Dinner Offer

GREEKS & CLUBS

si,onn

AN HOUR!

Eacn member ol your rrat
sorority, team club etc
pitches in just one hour
and /our group can raise
51.000 in iust a few days'

Plus a chance to earn
S1.000 for yourself!
No cast No obhqation
1-800-932-0528. ext. 65

* with student ID

Receive 1 entree FREE when you purchase 1 other entree
of equal or greater value from our special menu.
Not valid on holidays, 15% gratuity will be
added to the bill before discount.
GOOD FOR DINNER ONLY
Sunday thru Thursday, 5:30 - 9:30
Friday & Saturday from 5 - 6:30 only

Q
ham

Offer valid ONLY with this ad,
Offer expires March 19, 1993

i

-

55 Miller Street, Fairfield
254-2869
Near the Railroad Station
SENIORS: Look for your Invitations to the
"93 SALUTE" from the class of '92!

TANNING
SPECIAL

i.
)mm
1

DONT BE A MEMBER
OF THE UNCONCIOUS
SOCIETY...
N

One Full Month
Unlimited Use
"and also
available..."
•
•
•
*
•
•
•

WayOut...Wear Design Co. is seeking
Sales Reps who want to help spread
Positive Thought and Earn Extra Cash
in their Spare Time with No Hassels!
Please call for your FREE Brochure

haircutting & design
creative perms
hair coloring/foiling
hair removal (waxing)
european skin care
make-up
manicures/pedicures

1-800-3WAY-OUT
Because it's not JUST a shirt,

ITS A CONCEPT!!!

3482 Post Road • Southport

255-9510

MARCH
MADNESS!!
flfifjrjjif*lr o.-

Thurs.
Mar. 4th
"Scarlet Fire" - Best of the Dead
Fri.
Mar. 5th
"Club Kelly's" - W/ DJ Dan & Tim
Tues.
Mar. 9th
$3 PitCherS
(Benefits go to the
Weds.
Mar. 10th
1st Annual St. Patrick's Day Party women's Tennis Team)
THANKS FOR ALL YOUR SUPPORT & HAVE A GREAT SPRING BREAK!!

3445 FAIRFIELD AVENUE - 366-2219
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 11:00 A.M. TIL 12:00 A.M.
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Stag Hockey misses
ECAC playoffs
Ron Delia
Staff Writer

Lady Stags charge
into playoffs
(continued from p.16)

The Fairfield University ice hockey team finished the season on an upswing this
past weekend with convincing wins at Wentworth Institute of Technology and St.
Michael's College. Unfortunately for the Stags, however, the 18-4 Wentworth victory
and the 10-4 bashing of St. Mike' s weren 't enough to push the club into the ECAC playoff
tournament.
The Wentworth team was keyed by junior center Scott Lindsay's seven points
on two goals and 5 assists. Lindsay's linemates also fared well with Peter Lewis
collecting 3 goals and 1 assist and Tim Malay scoring 2 goals and assisting on two others.
Freshman goaltender Steve Woodward stopped thirty shots en route to the victory and
kept himself among the ECAC's leaders in goaltending statistics.
Newly elected FUSA president-elect Mark Resnick also popped in 3 goals for
the season against Wentworth.
On Sunday, Fairfield ventured up to Burlington, Vermont to face St. Michael's.
Lindsay was at it again, this time striking for 5 goals and 1 assist in the game. Freshman
Dan Arel added his fourth and fifth goals of the season and Lewis contributed a goal and
2 assists.
-?4rf»iw*a|aiML • ^ £q?l
Junior goalie Showky Kafcfaw'y rnade'36'Saves, many from point-blank range,
in a strong effort between the pipes.
Despite the Stags' strong effort, the team learned early Monday that they had
been passed over for an ECAC playoff bid. Lindsay summed up the general attitude of
the team: "We had high hopes entering the season after making the playoffs last year. It's
a huge disappointment for all of us, especially for the seniors."
Lindsay's 13-point weekend solidified his spot as the team's leading scorer as
he finished with 20 goals and 19 assists for 39 points. Lewis finished with 32 points, on
19 goals and 13 assists, and Malay tallied 28 points (13 goals, 15 assists). Woodward had
an excellent rookie year with a save percentage of close to 89% and a goals-against
average around 3.75.
Lindsay went on to say," We had an up and down season. We finished strong
but I guess it was a little too late." Lindsay looked back on a 5-4 season-opening loss to
Villanova in which Fairfield amassed 51 shots and a loss to Iona on a goal with .06 left
in the game, "Those games were the difference in our entire season."
Kaldawy echoed his teammates thoughts: "We finally picked it up at the end of
the season. If we maintained that type of intensity throughout the year, we would have
cruised into the playoffs."
Melted ice.... with Paul Leary and Rick Mason graduated, senior captain Lewis led the
Stags in penalty minutes with 46... Early season predictions had Marty Pierce as the heavy
favorite and expected the defensemen to hit he century mark( he finished with 34)...
Kaldawy resurfaced in Vermont and played well in the St. Mike's win... The Stags
finished with a 10-10 record, respectable, considering 4 losses were to higher division
opponents... Against all odds, Habbah survived the entire season without getting
shaved... Greg Battiston was named ECAC South player of the week for Feb. 8, after his
natural hat trick against Quinnipiac... Seniors Lewis, Pierce, Battiston, Mike Toland, and
Lewis have survived four years in the Stag hockey asylum and deserve to be congratulated...
It's been real.

Men's Basketball Final Standings
Manhattan
Niagara
Iona
Siena
Fairfield
Canisius
St. Peter's
Loyola
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MAAC
12-2
11-3
9-5
8-6
7-7
5-9
3-11
1-13

Overall
20-6
21-5
16-10
15-12
14-12
9-17
9-17
2-24

Teachers are
better
than Tapes
//your idea of great test preparation is sitting in a room with 2535 other students and having your questions answered by a
cassette tape, then go to the other guy.
However, if you want a maximum of 15 students in your class;
if you want questions answered by your instructor; if you want
guaranteed score increases, call us.

Coach Diane Nolan emphasized how important the play of Abromovitch and
Auerbeck has been to Fairfield and the women's basketball program. She also stated
about the game, "We had legs today. People stepped up. We were throwing a lot of
different people at Loyola, and it seemed like everyone was able to do something
positive."
Abromovitch discussed the season as a whole after the victory. She stated, "I
think now that they (the younger players) understand that we are a good team and if you
play like that, things will work out."
The Lady Stags entered the second half with a 38-32 lead. They pushed their
lead up to 14 points, 47-33, by the 16:53mark. However, Loyola did not enter the game
second in the MAAC for nothing.
Down by 11, 59-48, with 9:08 left, Loyola made their run. They outscored
Fairfield 10-2 to close Fairfield's lead to 61-58 with 5:17 left, setting up the dramatic
ending.
In the first half ,Robin Massari got in early foul trouble, forcing Nolan to take
her out of the game. Carla Johns stepped up for Fairfield with Massari out scoring all
of her 12 points in the first half, helping Fairfield walk into the locker room at halftime
with a 38-32 lead.
Abromovitch, who entered the game scoring 18.7 ppg, led all scorers with 20
points in her final home game. Auerbeck also contributed to the victory in her last home
game scoring six points and pulling down three rebounds. Massari and Johns both
notched double-doubles. Massari had 16 points and 11 rebounds. Camille Joyner led
Loyola with 19 points and nine rebounds.

Fairfield Equestrian
Club takes shape
Robbie Meisch
Staff Writer

For the first time ever, Fairfield University has an equestrian club. The
inaugural season began with the first show on Saturday, February 27 at the Ethel
Walker School in Sinsbury, Connecticut and was co-hosted by Yale and Trinity
College. Fairfield got off to a great start, for all six members of the team placed.
Vicki Safyre placed second in novice fences, Kristin Abbatiello placed fifth in
open fences, Colleen O'Hare placed second in novice flat, Stacy Cretella placed
first in novice flat, Karen Nyzio placed fifth in novice flat, and Susie Kern placed
fifth in intermediate flat. Fairfield looks to build on their impressive first effort in
their next show on Saturday, March 27 at UCONN

I MONTH UNLIMITED TANNING

ONLY H9

TROP\(ZJ\U
Stir? lea? Ger?ten

♦STUDENT
SPECIAL
WITH
STUDENT ID!

OPEN
7 DAYS
HOT
NEW LAMPS

Classes in Fairfield now forming:
THE

GRE begins 4/24
LS AT begins 5/1
GMAT begins 5/6

800/995-5565

LSAT • GMAT • GRE • MCAT

280 Railroad Ave. 1132 E. Main St 2452 Black Bock Tpk.
Greenwich

(Across From Exit 9)

(White Birch Plaza)

Stamford

Fairfield

661-8266 967-4707

371-8261

456 Main Ave.

921 White Plains Rd.

(Rte. 7)

(Nexl To Wleo World)

Norwalk

Trurabufl

849-0006

452-0228

SPORTS
Lady Stags slide past
Loyola, finish third
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Jamie Maloney
Staff Writer

The Lady Stags knocked
off Loyola (11-14) in their last
regular season game, 72-69 on
Saturday at Alumni Hall in front
of one of the biggest crowds of the
season. The Lady Stags finished
their regular season winning six
of their last seven games, to leave
them with an even record of 1313, 8-6 in the conference.
Saturday's victory over Loyola
gave Fairfield at least one win
over every team in the MAAC
going into the tournament which
takes place this weekend at
Albany. The victory could place
them as high as second in the
MAAC. If Fairfield continues to
play as well as it has in the last
seven games of the season, they
could very well return from
Albany with the winner's trophy
and a berth in the NCAA
tournament.
The game marked Kate
Abromovitch's and Aimee
Auerbeck's last home game of
their careers. The two seniors
were honored before the contest.
After the introductions of the two
seniors, the Lady Stags took to the court where they quickly proved they would be a difficult team to beat.
Abromovitch came through for Fairfield scoring the last four points of the game to secure the
victory. The Lady Stags had the ball with 34 seconds leading by a slim two points when the senior co-captain
knocked down a leaning jump shot from the foul line, to push their lead to 70-66. Loyola cut the lead to
two again on their next possession. Christine Fryer missed on a one and one with 22 seconds remaining,
giving Loyola the ball with the chance to take the lead. Robin Massari fouled Patti Stoffey with 11 seconds
left. Stoffey converted on only one of two foul shots leaving Fairfield with a 70-69 lead with 11 seconds
left. After a timeout, the Lady Stags quickly got the ball to Abromovitch, who was immediately fouled. She
knocked down both free throws, her last two points at Alumni Hall, giving her team a 72-69 lead with 9
seconds left. A three point bomb by Loyola wouldn't fall and Fairfield had finished their regular season
with a hard fought victory.
(contiued on p.15)

Stags outplayed by Iona and
Manhattan; finish 5th in MAAC
Fred Vital
Sports Editor The Stags entered their
last game of the season against
arch-rival Iona. In their first
meeting, Iona had won in overtime
by one point, 80-79. The Stags
were fired up for this match. A
win would prove revenge for the
loss and a rebound from the 82-71
loss to Manhattan in front of a
sellout crowd of 3,022 at Alumni
Hall.
^
The Stags came out to
start the game on fire. The Stags
jumped out to a 15-6 lead in the
first seven minutes. Fairfield then
extended the lead to fifteen, 2813, with eight minutes left in the
half. The Stags were then stuck
on that score for the final eight
minutes of the half as Iona went
on a 17-1 run to end the half; 3029. The only point was scored by
Scott Sytulek (9 points) on the
free throw line with two seconds
left in the half.
Iona wasn't over with
their run when the second half
began. Iona tacked on four more
points before the Stags could score
(Continued on p.16)

Martin goes up for a shot.
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This Week:

Inside Sports...

Seniors Bow Out
Brian Marks
Sports Editor
If there were ever teams comprised of seniors whose
work ethic and desire to win were really going to be missed at
Fairfield University, they are simply this year's ice hockey
team and both the men's and women's basketball teams.
Coach McCarthy is surely going to miss seniors Peter
Lewis, Marty Pierce, Mike Toland, Greg Battison, and Rob
Haberbush. Each of these five players has helped the Fairfield
hockey program to make great strides over the past four years.
Because of them, a program that has normally received little
recognition was able to qualify for the ECAC playoffs last
season and give Fairfield fans something to cheer about. This
season they were unable to match last years 16-10 record and
failed to make the playoffs, but were a major reason why
Coach McCarthy achieved his 300th career victory.
As far as the men's and women's basketball teams go,
they too are about to experience the losses of four of the most
dedicated and talented athletes they have been fortunate
enough to have in years.
Co-captains Kate Abromovitch and Aimee Auerbeck
have both been major reasons why the Lady Stags have had
four consecutive winning seasons. More importantly, these
two seniors were a big part of the team's 1990-91 MAAC
championship, which put Fairfield women's basketball on the
map as they nearly upset Providence in the first round of the
NCAA tournament.
Abromovitch has been the team's best three-point
threat for all four years of her career and has been among the
league leaders in scoring the last two. A preseason First-Team
All-MAAC selection this year, Abromovitch will surely be
missed.
Auerbeck, a lot less recognized than Abromovitch
because she is not a major scorer, will be missed because she
is a super competitor and has given the Lady Stags a big lift
in the rebounding department for four years. Both of these
women's winning attitudes are what have made Fairfield
Women's Basketball a top program in the East.
Why has the men's basketball team finally experienced
a winning season after years of disappointment? Because
Kevin George and Drew Henderson are seniors and cocaptains of this year's squad.
George and Henderson epitomize the words teamwork,
enthusiasm, and determination. Both four-year starters have
been recognized as among the best to have played at Fairfield.
George will graduate as one of the top ten scorers in Fairfield
history and Henderson as the number one all-time rebounder.
More importantly, these two players kept their attitudes high
after four dismal losing seasons and helped turn this year's
young team into a winner.
It was wonderful to see the Fairfield student body,
who has been criticized so often for its lack of school spirit,
show up and cheer for both the Stags' and Lady Stags' final
home games.
Now for my quick MAAC Tournament predictions:
On the women's side, # 1 Niagara will be upset by #8
Siena, while #4 Loyola will defeat #5 Canisius. On the other
side of the bracket #2 St. Peters will easily handle # 7 Iona, and
#3 Fairfield will knock off #6 Manhattan. The Lady Stags will
eventually go on to beat Loyola in a surprising championship
matchup.
In the men's tournament, I wish I knew which Fairfield
team was going to show up; the one that was confident,
aggressive, and determined at Siena or the one that fell asleep
against Iona. I believe the Stags will wake up and knock off
Siena once more in front of 8,000 Siena fans in what many
people think is a Siena lock in the #4-#5 game. Manhattan(# 1)
will destroy Loyola(#8), Niagara (#2) will oust a fiesty St.
Peter's (#7) squad, and Canisius(#6) will upset (#3) Iona in
other action. Eventually, Manhattan will oust Niagara and
take the title home unless the Stags execute well on offense
and shock the MAAC(I hope).

Lady Stags charge into
playoffs; Stag Hockey
misses ECAC playoffs;
Men's hoops hit
hard times

Next Week:
MAAC Tourney
Results for Men fs
and Ladies' Hoops

